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:Abstract · 
The problem of stress corrosion eradUng in natural gas·pipelines in Central and Western 
Canada has led to a need for quic~ efficient me~odsof evaluating pipeline integrity 
based on component geometry and operating parameters. The use of high toughness 
materials in modem engineering practice requires the application of elastic-plastic 
fracture mechanics, or limit type analysis, to evaluate defects. This thesis demonstrates 
the application of two robust finite element techniques, the Gloss R-node method and the 
m~-method, to finding limit loads for cracked components. Each of the methods relies on 
linear elastic finite element solutions in conjunction with a modulus adjustment scheme 
to provide a simple •. systematic means for determining failure loads. The techniques are 
initially applied to standard fracture specimens to gage their effectiveness in analyzing 
crack geometries. The analysis is then directed to pipe geometries containing 
longitudinal defects (internal and external) of varying depths and culminates in the 
analysis of multiple defects typical of stress corrosion crack colonies. The robust limit 
load results are compared to traditional nonlinear finite element analysis results and 
analytical solutions, where applicable. The robust techniques consistently provide 
conservative results which compare well to both nonlinear finite element analysis and 
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CHAPTER I 
··:.· .· . .' · 
.. ·, . · .. .. 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
. :. :-- ··~ 
·: ,:' . 
:~_· 
In recent years, buried pipelines in westein and central Canada have been afflicted with 
stress corrosion cracking (SCC) problems which. have led to failure in many instances. 
Several incidents in Ontario between January 1991 and July 1992 reported in a 
Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB),. Commodity Pipeline Occurrence Report 
(Transportation, 1992) and more recently near Vermilion Bay, Ontario (Dec. 1996) are all 
examples of recent failures which., fortunately, h.ave resulted in minimal damage to 
people and property. The incidents discussed in the TSB report have all been attributed 
to stress corrosion cracking and, in .alllikelih~ the Vermilion Bay failure will be 
determined to be sec related aS well. 
~. .. 
··-· ._ .;:. • ... 
1 
__ .. : .. ,~l:;~t-t·~~r:~:~'_r~?;~r~-:~ ·,. . ' .. .. ·- ·. · . . . :·... · 
.'. . . . ,. . ~ . 
~ ... . :. .· 
Theproble~·of ~~ ~orrosion crackfng, w~-~t identified in the early twentieth century 
With-~~ cnickiDg of brass_ ill m#mtijlia enYironments. ··-nus problem also became. apparent 
during oo#i WOrld Wars Wlth the failure of. braSS cartridge cases • . Jn general. SCC requires 
three conditions to occur simultaneously: a critical environment. a susceptible alloy and 
some component of tensile stress (Jones~ 1992). 
Failrires in natural gas pipelines in the United States have been attributed to inter-granular 
stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) for more. than twenty years. Extensive research bas 
been carried out in the field and the crack mechanism for this process is reasonably well 
understood. In the mid 1980's, TransCanada Pipelines Ltd. (TCPL) .experienced buried 
high pressure gas pipeline failures at three Ontario locations which were ann"buted to 
SCC. However, unlike the American case. these failures occurred as a result of 
trans granular stress corrosion cracking (fGSCC) for which the crack mechanism is not so 
well understood (Transportation, 1992). More recent failures, as mentioned earlier, have 
also been attnouted to TGSCC. 
The nature of these cracks is such that crack colonies form on the outside surface of the 
pipe and are oriented parallel to the pipes~ longitudinal axis .. Much work is being carried 
out in an attempt tO: determine the electrochemical mechanism responsible for the 
development of" these cracks in order to mitigate the problem. However, until that goal is 
achieved there is an urgent need to: 
L) · Develop effective methods of crack detection and sizing. 
' .. ·.' 
, . . 
. ; .~ 
. ;· . ' ., 
. ' .,, ... : ~ - .. . ·.. . . . 
', · .... : . ~ : •. 
-· 
.. 
..  . -. ~ 
· ii.) I>evelop accurate methods. for assessirigfracture parameters based on 
crack dimensions. 
From this. reliable .failure. assessment models can be developed to improve the safety 
and integrity of problem pipelines. The focus of this thesis is in the second.goal; the 
assessment of fracture parameters once the crack data bas been obtained 
In particular, the assessment of robust tmite element_techniques are explored for their 
economy in preparation and computing time .as compared to _traditional nonlinear finite 
element analysis. 
1.2 Failure of Cracked Components 
Depending on material properties and loading conditions .. cracked components will most 
likely fail in one of two ways: 
1. Toughness dependent fraCture~ 
2. Failure due to unconstrained plastic flow across the uncracked ligament 
(net section collapse);.. · 
. . 
Toughness depende~t fui.cture falls into tw~ do~; linear elastic fracture mechanics 
. ., . , .· .. - . . .--. 
- . . 
~ and nonlinear (elastic-p~astic) fracture mecha¢cs. LEe4is valid for materials 
. ·.:· 
·.· · .
. :. ·· .. 
~ . ·· .. 
'. ~ ·. -~ : - . . -
. ~ . . . 
with low toughnessforwliichbrittlefraCture is the governing failure mechanism. At 
higher t9ughlless levelS, the~f~1Jremechanismbecomes ductile in nature and LEFM is no 
' . • : .· •. ' ; . 
~~ ­
longerapplicable.andnoniinear(elastic-plastic)fracture mechanics is required to-address 
the problem. Net section collapse. ~~;icomponent across the uncracked ligament is the 
· ............. .. ·.
failure mechanism prevalent in liigh,tougbness materials. If toughness is sufficiently 
high,. fracture mechanics becomes irrelevant to the problem as the failure stress is 
insensitive to toughness. In this:'ca.Se .. a limit load analysis is required to predict the 
failure stress. 
The majority of engineering materials in use today are relatively high toughness steels 
and problems involving cracked components must be addressed using nonlinear fracture 
mechanics oralimittype-~alysis. In terms of developing a failure assessment model, 
each-failure mechanism must be addresSed in order to predict which type of failure is 
most likely to occur. Safe operating parameters and remaining life estimates may then be 
determined. The use of noiilinear finite element analysis is well suited to this application, 
but, at the COS! of substantial preparation and processing time which can be quite 
expensive. In light of this, the development of accurate robust techniques, based on linear 
2-Dfinite element t~!mique5, cari be very advantageous. Several robust techniques are 
in current use for calculating failure loads and I-integrals for various components. This 
thesis will examine the' application of theSe techniques to the problem of cracked 
components; in particular,_ the case oflinepipe containing measurable flaws. 
4 
,' :n • •""• • . ·:. ,' . . ·-· , .... ' 
··, .... . ·. 
·_. , ,_:"::"·· .· .· 
... 
1.3 Organization of the ThesiS 
A review of related literature is presented in Chapter 2. An examination of two robust 
linear elastic finite element techniques for determining limit loads is presented in Chapter 
3. These are the Gloss R-node method and the IDa-method. Chapter 4 is a guideline for 
the practical application of these two techniques in order to obtain satisfactory results. 
Numerical examples that demonstrate the applicability of these techniques to cracked 
components are presented and compared with traditional. analysis methods. Chapter 5 
investigates the application of the robust techniques to the problem of longitudinal 
surface cracks in linepipe. Included in the analysis is the problem of multiple defects m 
the form of crack colonies,. typical ofTGSCC afflicted pipelines .. The concluding 
chapter, Chapter6, contains a sUmmary of the thesis and a discussion on future research. 
The key aspects of the research presented in this thesis are: 
L It applies robust limit load estimation techniques to cracked components. 
2. It introduces an improved r-node identification scheme. 
3. It outlines a practical guide for applying robust limit load determination 
tecblliques. 
4. It advances the use of robust analysis to complex geometries including 
. . 
multiple defects in linepipe. 
The following chapters elaboiate on these aspects and provide the reader with some 




. ··~ · 
. ····~ , .. . · . . 
CHAPTER2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 Theoretical Limit Load Solutions for AxiaDy Flawed Cyliilders 
The classical theorems of limit analysis are the upper and lower bound theorems. The 
upper bound theorem states that if an estimate of plastic collapse load of a structure is 
made by equating the internal rate of energy dissipation to the rate at. which the external 
forces do work in any kinematically admissible deformation field, then the estimate will 
be higher, or at best, equal to the actual collapse load (Calladille, 1969). The upper bound 
estimates are useful for metal forming or other processes where a higher than correct limit 
load prediction is appropriate for estimating power and drive requirements. 
The lower bound theorem states that if an:: assumed stress distnbution satisfies 
equilibrium with externally applied surface tractions, and is below yield everywhere 
- ·- - . 
6 
·. . ~- . .; . . . · .. 
·. ·.: . 
. ·,·';· .. .... . _. < ~·/<> . . 
within the str1Jcture~ tfieri ~elirilit load calculat~d U.siJlg thi~ s~ field would be lower· 
·:' 
· . · • .-:· 
than the exact limit load: ·Lo~c:r-oo\Jlldlimit Ioa~-~ appropriate for use in safe-design 
. .. .. -,. 
of mechanical com{)Onerits ~d ~ttuc~s. The classicaHriwer bound limit load for an 
arbitrary load, P, given thafthe:maxiJDUin equiv~eritst:reS~:correspomling to an assumed . 
. . -. 
statically admissible stres~distrib~oais (ojj,, may be expressed as 
' . .. · ·., . . ' .. ... . 
- ' 
. . a· . 
P· =-P- -Y-L . . ; . -
. . (opM _ (2-1): ' 
The classical limit load solution for a circular cylinder subjected to internal pressure for 
instance is given by the equation 
P . = 2.a ,_(b) 
L .jj Y~a . _ (2.2) 
w~ere a1 is the material yield stress while b and a are the outer and inner diameters of the 
cylinder respectively. Inoue et al. (Inoue et al . ., 1977) derive this solution and use a linear 
combination of particular solutions to obtain a lower bound limit load for the case of a 
thick cylinder subjected to internal pressure loading and sb~~ The authors also show 
that the action ofsbear along the boundaries lowers the lower bounds to the collapse load 
ofthe cylinder. Equation.2.2 may be tised for the case of part through axial cracks in 
pipes as a rough approximation of the limit load by omitting the cracked portion of the 
wall thickness when. performing !he calculation~ This may then be used as a quick check 
- . , 
on the results obtained by robust analysis. 
7 
. . . . --~.... : . " . '. 
- ' . 
cracked pipe subjected~ to·an: internal pressUre-loading. The~~~ is developed based on 
an analysis ~f the forces acting in the: vicinity of:~;erack,plane. ·The· authors consider 
first the. cause of ductile failitre of a cylfuder subjected tojntemal pressure with no defect. 
For this, the equilibnum of forces m the radial direction is considered for which the 





Figure 2.1- Axial surface crack in a cylinder (Krasovskii, et al., 1990). 
acting in their respective directions (Figure 2.1). With no flaws, the transverse forces are 
zero and the internal pressure is balanced by the hoop stress resulting from the 
circumferential force, N; The presence of an axial flaw causes an imbalance between the 
circumferential stress and the internal pressure which must be balanced by the transverse 
' ' 
forces to mamtain equilibrium. The transverse forces induce _bending moments. The 
cylinder passes into a limit state when':the ben.ding moments reach. a critical value 
. .. ~ · .. _:..' 
. ' 
.· 
. . . . 
,. •· . . : · 
~. ~.'>~~~-:~~: .. -~~· ::;:~ .. ~~~\·~ ~· -~ ·~~ .. ~ ; ... ·~ . '• I . ...... .. '• t.l ·• 
.:: ··· 
..... ' , ·· .· 
- -... ·~-
.·· · ... 
. ··. 
corresponding to the chosen yield condition. Considering the case of an axial part-
· through crack (Figure 2.1) and the associated equilibrium equations the.authors 
determined the forces of importaneein this analysis to be the circumferential force N ~ the 
transverse force Q.I' bending moment Mr and the longitudinal force Nr The resulting 
solution of the differential equations of equilibrium gives an equation which essentially 
states that the bending moment induced due to the local discontinuity in the pipe must be 
balanced by the response of the pipe wall to maintain equihorium. This leads to a limit 
state that is attained when Mr at the points x = 0 and x = 11 assume the extreme negative 
and positive values respectively. The limit load, P 0 is then calculated from the following 
determinant equation 
(2.3) 
where the extreme values of the bending moments are maximum. 
The authors make use of the Tfesca. yield criterion for which the extreme values of the 
moment depend on the longitudinal force Nr and the thickness of the effective section to 
obtain the critical values of the bending moments at x = 0 and x = 11• For the case where 
x = 0, the value of Mr is given as: 
where: relative intensity of longitudinal force 
thickness of uncraeked ligament 
9 
·-' ·. 
. ·:: .~.: -·~.' -~- ; ... 
' : .. . .. .. ;~ 
:_ ' . . ·. ~ . ~ ... ' -·'· . . . .. . .. .... 
' ~ . : . 





At the pointx = lr, the criti~al value.ofMx is given as: 
(2.5) 
Using these results, the authors derive the following implicit solution for PL for the case 
of a cylinder with a part -through, rectangular shaped axial defect: 
(2.6) 
where: relative crack length 
«=PJaiJ.· · coefficient of strength reduction 
This formula was verified by comparison with published experimental results and found 
to give reasonable estimates: for the failure load of cylinders having the particular crack 
geometry described above. 
Orynyak and Borodii (Oryriyak et al., 1994) extended the work of the previous authors by 
using the same analysis scheme to derive an expression for the limit load of a part-
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stress degradation factor, ex, for thick-wcille,l'cytfuders;.: ·.:'The proposed solution makes use 
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This parameter may be USed in place Of ct for thick~~afled cylinders COntaining either 
rectangular or semi-elliptical shaped cracks. ~e ~ff~ren<:e in the solutions for thick and 
thin walled cylinders is due to the presence of radial stresSes acting in the through-
· . .:. 
thickness direction. As the tliickness mcreases, these stresses become increasingly 
important and tend to decrease the load bearlng cap8city ofth~defected cylinder. Hence, 
the overestimation of the limit load when using the thin-walled_ solution. 
Orynyak (Orynyak, 1993) proposes a slightly: diffetentapproach to the limit load Solution 
for axially flawed cylinders which die author re~e~ to ~-the optimiza~on method. This 
approach allows-for the presence of additional bendmg m«?lnents developed by positive 
. .. . 
and negative axial stresses. This solu?on was developed as a resultofthe author noting 
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that the solution by Kraso~kii et al~ imdere5tilliates:the tunit loadfor smaller values of 
:..- _: 
the parameter P CP ~ NjaJ). Orynyak addresses. this problem by considering_ the 
additional moments induced by the axial stresses ±a.x. The· intensity of these stresses is 
defined as z = ojo,. Using~ results, the limit load solution for the rectangular shaped 
axial crack may be given as: 
H·(; ~ ;J~ .. ~- ~ J ;. 1 - ( 1 - 2~ r + ( 1 _ I! _: ~ Ja( I - p - ~ l 
+ ( I - p j - ( 1 -p - 2z j 
where: 1: = (t- a)lt (a is the crack depth) 
z =optimization parameter 
(2.9) 
This expression gives the maximum possible· value for the limit load and, hence, may be 
taken as an upper bound estimate. This, however, is not useful for design or evaluation 
purposes. 
A recent paper by Orynyak, Torop and Borodii (Orynyak et al., 1996) combines the 
results of the previously mentioned works to develop an algorithm that accounts for the 
three-dimensional state of stress as well ·as the three-dimensional geometry parameters 
(i.e. length, depth and breadth) deScn~ing the defect. The final algorithm makes direct 
use of the solutioDS" previously disc~d and combines this with further analysis to arrive 
at a limit load solution for pi,lrt~~ough ·flaws of significant· breadth. The aim of this 
•, •• · ·~- ~. 0 ~ :,• , ·, • : • ' • • n • • 
approach is to develop a theoreti~al Solution to compare with experimental results for 
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. pipes with· macbfued defects where the breadth of the machined notch may influence the 
. .. 
predicted resUlts ofprevious solutions for sharp~ closed cracks. 
The purpose of the aforementioned algorithm in relating theoretical solutions to 
experimental results is one which poses a continual problem for researchers. In this case, 
there are several assumptions and approximations made in determining the theoretical 
solution such: that the result is really just an empirical estimate of the experimental 
results. In essence, the theoretical solution is derived based on the experimental results 
and as such cannot truly be used as an independent comparison of the experimental work:. 
2.2 Experimental Limit Load Solutions for Defected Cylinders 
Much experimental work has been carried out to determine the burst or collapse pressures 
for various types of defects in circular cylinders. Kiefner et al. (Kiefner et al., 1973) 
conducted numerous tests on varying sizes of linepipe having both artificial and natural 
defects in which collapse pressUres were determined. These collapse pressures are 
defined as the stress levels required to cause defect propagation through the remaining 
ligament for part-through defects. The failUre results in leakage or rupture of the pipe. 
. . 
. . . 
The work was performe~· a.: Battelle's Col~bus ~ratories. A total of 140 
experiments involvirig ~ingle, longitudinatly-orient¢ -~~f~~ (both through-wall and. part-
. . . . . ' . . : · .. : :. ~ . '·. . . . . . . 
; : . 
through) were performed. Analysis ·of the resultS ~d, ~oilsideration of theoretical. fracture 
mechanics have resulted in the development of semi-empirical equations for predicting 
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. For the case rifpart-through wall flaws. two modes of failure are considered; flow-stress · 
- -
. . . 
. dependent fclltiue and toughness dependent failure. In either case. the ecjuations account . 
for both ~k:: length and crack depth~ as well as bulging of the crack flanks. For flow-
stress dependent failures, the equation is expressed as: 
[ 
d l l -- . (1 = (Jflow 1 - ~ 
Mrr 
(2.10) 
where, a =hoop stress level at failure (psi) 
CJflow =flow stress (definedjlS Ys + 10000 psi for typicallinepipe steels) 
· d =crack depth (in) 
t = pipe wall thickness (in) 
and Mr is the Folias correction factor. The Folias correction accounts for stress 
amplification at the ends of the flaw resulting from the outward radial deflection along 
the flaw which is unique to pressurized pipe. This factor is calculated based on defect 
geometry factors which include the .pipe thickness and diameter, as well as, defect length 
and depth. 
For toughness dependent failures the derived equation is much more complex and is 
expressed as, 
14 
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C~ ~ Cbarpy shelf energy (ft·lb) 
c = flaw length (in) 
i:t = flow stress (psi) 
aP =collapse pressure (psi) 
· ... . 
(2.1'1) 
MP = the inverse of equation (2.10) for flow-stress dependent failure 
The basis of this equation is a combination of experimental results and earlier equation 
development for predicting collapse-loadS for brittle materials utilizing unstable crack 
propagation theory. The·experimental results indicate that brittle fracture is not the 
predominant mode of failure. Therefore, the equations used to predict the failUre 
pressures must in some way account for the ductility of the material. The use of the Folias 
correction factor in the above equation provides a means to predict collapse loads for 
ductile materials which undergo a toughness dependent mode of failure. In addition to 
the solutions presented above for part-through wall defects, the authors also provide 
solutions for throu~wall axial defects. 
The equations presented by Kiefner et al. account for internal pressure loading only. The 
presence of other loading behavior will make the use of these solutions invalid. In 
practice, loading conditions. are rarely such that only internal pressure loading may be 
.. "~ · . .. 
. · :·.:· . 
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consideretl Ev~ri fu the case of e~pe~ntalwoiX where conditions are controlleei:itis 
extremely difficult to-avoid the presen~e of axial stresses resulting from the use of capped 
• I; • • • • • • 
pipes in ~ expe~ntll setup; As. a-resUlt. the-solutions presented by Kiefner et al. may 
. . 
provide a reason~le comparison to the experimental data preSented, but the solutions 
would be of little value in predicting failure loads for practical· pipeline applications. 
Lancaster ~d Palmer (Lancaster et al., l996}bave ~onducted research. to determine the 
collapse pressure for pipes containing dents and gouges. The research looked at tbe effect 
on burst pressure of three different situations; a ~ent only on the pipe surface, a gouge 
only on the pipe surface, and a combined _dent and gouge. For the dent only case, the 
authors found· that the prese~e of a ~ent, even of considerable size, bas little effect on the 
collapse pressure. This is true for cases where the dent does not significantly alter the 
curvature of the pipe resulting in a stress concentration. The size of the pipe relative to 
the shape and orientation of the dent will determine the extent to which the defect affects 
the failure pressure. However, dents in the vicinity of welds or which induce sharp 
changes in curvature require a detailed assessment as the presence of high localized 
stresses may significantly reduce the load beanng capacity of the pipe. The research bas 
shown that the collapse pressure for the case. of gouges. only (local loss in pipe wall 
thickness without change in the sbape of the pipe) iS-dependent on the axial length. of the 
gouge, the loss in wall thickness and the material properties of the pipe. Failure pressures 
. .• 
estimated using the solutions ofKiefner et al. are in gOO<J:~ment with the 
experimental results obtained by the .authors~ .. -nt~· co~bination of a dent and gouge 
-~ ~ .: .;:·;.:..-- . 
_... . ~ . 
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strain ~gions of the deri~(o/Pically at:·~~ds(;ftheiong;aXis} f~ at much lower 
pressure_levels than gouge5located\vi~- ill~ dent~ b~~ ~emote from the high strain 
. . " . ' . ' .. 
regions. This is_due toth~ very bjgh loc~d stresses arising from the combined effect 
of a sharp curvature change~ due_ to th,e:dent and the~ ere.nt stress concentration resulting 
-· :: ·., . -· 
from the local loss in wall thicknesS'~' For gouges in areas other than the high strain 
.-· - . ... ,. .. 
. - .,_ . - '''" 
region. the failure presSure is well predicted using·the.~auelle model of Kiefner et al. 
Jaske,. Beavers and Harle (Jaske et al., 1996) ofCorte~t Columbus Technologies Inc., 
have developed empirical equations derived from experimental results, in a manner 
similar to that of the Battelle model. _ Unlike the Battelle model, which considers only 
. . . . . -
hoop stresses, the Cortest Columbus model accounts for ~tli:·wal and ·hoop stress in 
. --~/ . . ' : . " '. · .. 
flaw evaluation. The Cortest CoiUIIlbus~ d Battell~~Odels both consider that failure 
- •. :-
may occur in either a flow-stress dependent mode ora;ftacnire-toughness dependent 
-- ---.·,.· 
mode. An effective-flaw approach is used to predic~flQ\V~Stress dependent failure 
stresses. The equation for flow-stress dependent failure. Is similar to that of the Battelle 
. · ... ~ 
model and. is given by:. 
- ~ .. :~ > 
(2.12) 
where:: a flaw= flow strength of material (ofto.ir\:~ a1 + 68.95 MPafor typical pipe 
steels) 
, _ _. ·. 
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· · A =area of:~.: flaw in the. through thickness direCtion (IJ!~} 
. , ' 
:>· 
A~ = ~aw length x walt thickness (mZ) 
·,. :.. 
M = Folias. correction factor 
) .. _.. ·. 
The failure pressure~·Pfoic~ for the pipe is computed by equatiilg the failure_ stress, a foil• to 
the hoop stress, a h. This accounts for hoop stresses: only. The expression for the failure 
pressure is given as: 
(2.13) 
The parameters D and tare defined as the pipe outside diameter and the pipe wall 
thickness respectively.· The parameter. Y~ is taken. as either 0.4 for temperatures below the 
creep range or 0 for Dl2i > 10. The latter is typically used for linepipe steels. To account 
for the presence of axial stresses, the factor [ (1 - AIA0 ) I (1- AIMA0 )] in equation (2.12) 
is computed for both the length and the width of the axial defect. The lowest of the two 
values is then used in the calculation of the failure pressure. For the case of both axial 
and hoop stresses, the stresses are combined using the von Mises equivalent stress (aeq) 
for plane stress conditions and compared with the failure stress calculated using equation 
(2.12) to see if failure is predicted for the combination of stresses. Calculation of the 
failure pressure for the combined stresses requires an iterative calculation until aeq = a fail• 
For toughness-dependent failure, the Cortest Columbus model uses an inelastic fracture 
mechanics approach to predict failure stresses. An empirical equation for the elastic-
18 
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plastic J-integral is given as: 
(2.14) 
where: Q1 = elliptical shape factor (assumes elliptical shaped defect) 
F st= free-surface factor 
a= local stress 
a = crack depth 
E =elastic modulus 
/;(n) =strain hardening factor 
n =strain hardening exponent 
e:P = plastic strain 
Expressions for the parameters Q~ FsfandfJ..n) are found in (Jaske et al ... 1996). The 
values forE and n are material dependent and readily available while the plastic strain .. e:P. 
is computed from the local stress, a. using a power law a-eP relationship. The local stress 
includes the Folias correction and is obtained by multiplying the nominal stress by the 
Folias correction factor. The toughness-dependent failure stress is taken as the nominal 
stress value that corresponds to _the computed value of the elastic-plastic J-integral that 
equals the critical J-integral for the material. Calculatio~ of the J-integral valueS requires 
an iterative approach. The actual failure stress for a pipe containing a defect is the lower 
of the two -failure stresses. predicted. using both the flow-stress dependent and the fracture-
toughness dependent failiuemodels. _Cortest Columbus Tectulologies Inc~ have _ 
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developed a computer program called CorLAS (Corrosion Life Assessment Software) 
based on the two models descnl>ed. 
The methodology and results obtained by Jaske et aL are much improved over that 
obtained by Kiefner et al. Jaske has included the presence of axial stresses in his 
equations and uses an elastic-plastic fracture meehailics approach when dealing with 
toughness dependent modes of failure. However, the solutions provided are still based on · 
controlled experimental results which in most cases do not give an accurate 
representation of in service opeiating conditions. Having said this, the approach adopted 
by Jaske et al. does provide one of the better failure estiniation procedures currently 
available. 
2.3 Numerical Limit Load Solutions for Defected CyHnders 
The use of finite element analysis techniques in determining limit load solutions is 
common in the stress analysis field. Typical approaches utilize non-linear finite element 
analysis which usually requifeS·more'~timplex models and extensive computing time. 
brrabi (Zarrabi, 1994) used non-linear finite element analysis to determine the collapse 
pressure of a cylindrical pressure vessel containing a part.,.through thickness defect The 
anatysis assumes·el~ii(;~perfectly plastic IDaterial behavior and obeys the von Mises yield 
criterion. The material was also asswne~l.to be holil()g~n()us and isotropic and .to remain 
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so during plastic deformation. The vessellmld~g: was' wiiform internal pressure with the 
vessel ends experiencing uniformly distnoutedpressure. The defect type chosen for the 
analysis was a part-through rectangular slot extending around the circumference of the 
cylinder. The model results were conservatiye when compared to experimental collapse 
pressures, which indicate that the numerical results are acceptable for design or integrity 
analysis.. The processing time required for a simple model is quite extensive with 3000 s · 
on a SUN 3 platform needed for a model having only 163 elements and a maximum 
wavefront of 150. The use of elaborate numerical methods provides a powerful tool for 
designers in terms of design optimization and analysis. The ability to create a numerical 
model of a proposed design and subject it to various loading conditions enables the 
designer to see bow a particular component or structure will·behave under simulated 
conditions before being entered into, service. As a result, many possible problems can be 
addressed in the design office before they arise in operation thereby increasing safety and 
reliability while reducing costs. 
~heung and Wu (Cheung et al., 1993) propose the use of an incompatible axisymmetric 
element to replace the isoparametric axisymmetric elements normally used in fracture 
analysis. The authors argue that the isoparametric elements have large deformation . 
constraints induced_ at the onset of plasticity such that the stress/strain fields in the 
vicinity of the crack. tip are not accurately approximated. That is, the isoparametric 
elastic elements become incompressible plastic elements after reaching the yield stress. 
. . . .. . 
Sin¥: the elements 8llow no compressive deformation, the co~plex stress/strain field 
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near the crack tip-is unable to be aecuiately_mOdelcXt due to· the rigid eonstnlint imposed 
by the plasti~ eleme11ts. Reffuing the element mesh in the crack tip region is-not ·a 
solution as it tends to further increase the constraints~ The incompatible element 
suggested by the authors. avoids the plastic_deformation constraints of the isoparametric 
element by adding a set of incompatible displacements to the existing element. The 
mathematical theory·is covered in the paper. The end result'is an element which may be 
. . --
used in. both. the elastic and plamc regions surrounding the crilck tip without the strong 
· constraints inherent in existing isoparametric elements. However, there is a danger that 
the incompatible displacements may destroy the convergence of discrete solutions. The 
element has been used to model a circular cylinder with a circumferential defect loaded in 
tension and has provided good limit load pr_edictions as well as accurate mode I stress 
intensity factor solutions. 
The use of the incompatible axisymmetric element leads to improved accuracy in 
determining elastic-plastic parameters and limit load results for the given problem. 
However, existing isoparametric elements provide limit load.results that while not quite 
as accUrate as the proposed element p~ovide consistently conservative results which are 
id~al for design and evaluation purposes. Therefore, the use of standard isoparametric 
elements in determining plastic collapse loads for cracked components will provi~e 
. acc~ptable results with an inherent factor of safety . . 
·· . 
' .. 
Attempts· are being· made to develop robust numerical t¢Chillques for determining limit 
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lo~ that.wilt"sighlficiilitiy ieduce·mooefoorll~~exftY'~d:computer pr~ing tillie. As 
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shown ~the.'York of:arrabi, significant p~sing time ~as required for a very s~ple · 
model when pei'fonilinga non-linear analysis~ cSeshadri (Seshadri, 1991) proposed a 
... ... . .. .. . ' . 
robust method known as Generalized LoC3t Stress Strain (GWSS) analysis. GLOSS 
analysis is a sinlple and systematic method for carrying out inelastic evaluations of 
mechanical components and structures on the basiS of two linear elastic finite element 
analysis. This technique bas been used for a wide range of analyses including the 
determination of moltiaxial stress relaxation, follow-up, creep damage, inelastic strain 
concentrations, low-cycle fatigue estimates, limit analysis and sttess-classification issues. 
With regard to limit analysis, GLOSS analysis can be used in conjunction with the 
concept of redistribution _nodes to determine ·limit-loads. The technique requires the use 
of no more than two linear elastic finite element analysis to determine liniit load 
estimates. This technique is one of two robust finite element analysis techniques used in 
this thesis and is discussed in detail in the following chapter. 
Mackenzie and Boyle (Mackenzie et al., 1993) have developed a limit load estimation 
technique along lines similar to that of Seshadri uSing an iterative elastic analysis which 
they refer to a5 the elastic compensation technique. This method utilizes a sequence of 
elastic finite element analyses and the lower bound theorem. The aim is to generate an 
. . 
admissible stress field, corresponding: to. the-highest possible load such that derived 
stresses are in equilibrium and do not violate tht; yield condition. For a given load, the 
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moduli of selectedelements-·aremodified to reduee stress levels ~low yield. The elastic 
.. . ~ 
modulus of the elements are modified using the equation. 
(2.15) 
for the fl iteration where a i-t is the maximum nodal equivalent stress in the element based 
on the previous finite element solution.. The value of a, is arbitrary, but the authors 
generally take the value as one half or two-thirds of the yield stress. After several 
iterations, the maximum stress level decreases until a limit value is reached~ This . 
provides an admissible stress field for the given load which may then be scaled to obtain 
a limit load estimate, P c.> using the following equation: 
a p =P _.r. 
L D a 
R 
(2.16) 
The parameters P0 and aR are defined as the applied load and the limit stress value 
respectively. This procedure may be extended to account for combined loadings. The 
authors have used the elastic compensation method with slight improvements to obtain 
liinit load estimates for such pressure components as flush nozzles (Nadarajah, 
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CHAPTER3 
ROBUST LIMIT LOAD ESTIMATION 
TECHNIQUES 
3.1 Limit Load Predictions 
As discussed in Chapter 2. many different approximations are available in the literature 
for the estimation of upper and lower bound.limit loads based· on particular geometries 
and loading conditions. In this thesis, two robust limit load prediction techniques have 
been chosen to es.limit loads for several crack geometries. Both the Gloss R-node 
. . 
metho4 arid tbe mir:-method premct·limit load solutions based on no-more than two linear 
elastic fii'lite element .analyseS~ ·n.e application of these methods to uncracked geometries 
. -.. 
.. 
... . . -~ ·. 
bas provided excellent predictions when compared to nohlinear finite element results. 
. . , .. -, . - - . .. ... -. . . 
. -
The application of these metbCKis' to. cracked geometrie~ wtiUI4 significantly reduce the 
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time requiredforanalysis. Eachof.the t\\'o methcx&-isdi5cussed in the following sections 
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of this chapter~ Their iril~Iementation Into .a finire.efement~alysis 5cheme is also 
. . . . . ~ . 
addressed. · .·· .. 
3.2 GLOSS R~node Method · · 
The ASME Codes explicitly recognize load and deformation controlled effects. 
Deformation controlled stresses arise in a structure as a result of statically indeterminate 
actions. Load controlled~~ however, are statically determinate in that they are 
-
induced within a structure to maintain equilibrium with externally applied loads (Seshadri 
et aL, 1992). With the onset of inelastic action such as creep or plasticity, the statically 
indeterminate stresses and strains undergo a redistribution throughout the structure. 
However, no redistribution occurs at the statically detemiinate locations which are 
essentially load-controlled. These locations are known as redistribution nodes (r-nodes). 
Given the load controlled nature of the stresses at the r-node8, equilibrium requirements 
dictate that these stresses be linearly proportional to the externally applied load. P. or 
load combination, <P, M >. This may be expressed as 
(3.1) 
a ·· = C <PM> 
r-node 2 ' 
The constants C1 and c; are scaling parameters that are dependent on the loading 
. . 
conditions, geometry of the structure and material properties. Taking the simplified case 
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ofeiastic-perfecdy plastic material bebaViour9 when the equivalent r-~c:xfe-effective stress~ 
( ae)r-I!Oifeo approaches the yield stress aS given by the von Mises yield criterion, the 
extemally·applied~orul will correspond to the limit l~ad. The von Mises equivalent stress 
is given by, 
(3.2) 
·. 
where a 1, a 2 and a3 are principal stresses. -Wben(ae>r-noc~e approaches yield, P corresponds 
to PL. Therefore, equation (3.1) may be written as 
(3.3) 
Combining equations (3.1) and (33) gives an expression for the_ limit load as 
P = [ aY lp 
L (a)r-node 
<P,M>L = [ ay j<P,M> 
(ae)r-IIOde -
(3.4) 
The equivalent r-node effective stress, (ae}r--IUJtk• is load controlled. Therefore, the 
equivalent stresses at these points are directly proportional to the external loads 
irrespective of the material constitutive relations. As a result, any two stress distributions 
satisfying equilibrium with the externally_ applied tractions will intersect at the r-nodes. 
Given the load controlled nature of these points. and assuming an elastic-·JX~rf~tly plastic 
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Plastic Collapse Load: 
PL = .!..!L_ 
(crJ...-
a,~----~~--------------­l ". Net Section Collapse 
l 
I I . 
I 
I . f · ,, .. 
I ·. ~----------.. ------------~~EJ~ Ej,. 
Figure3.1.-R-nodeconcepts (CfS~imen) . 
material, when the r-node stress reaches. yield, unsontrolled plastic flow occurs resulting 
in the formation of a plastic hinge and collapse o(the structure.: The occurrence of a 
single r-node across the thickness of a component or structure is indicative of a load 
controlled membrane mode of collapse and may be represented by a one bar model as 
shown in Figure 3.1 (Seshadri, 1992). In the case of a cracked component, failure will 
· generally occur as a net section collapse of tbe~cracked ligament rather than an overall 
plastic collapse of ~e structure. This usually results in the formation of a single r-node 
alon~ this _ligament. · Multiple r-nodes are also. possible and are discussed later. Seshadri 
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3.2.1 Determination of ther•nodestress for cracked compon~nts 
GLOSS analysis can be used to determine the r-node stress in thefollowing manner: 
i.) A linear elastic fini~.element analysis is performed.. 
ii.) The elastic moduli of au: elements are modified by the equation 
. E = [ (a~>I]E. 
s (a~) o (3.5) 
where ( ae)i is the equivalent stress at a particular location within the structure 
(Seshadri. 1995) and ae is the elemental equivalent stress. For cracked 
components, this location is colllliionly chosen along the uncracked ligament. The 
choice of location is arbitrary provided that ( ae)i is nonzero and the resulting stress 
distribution· satisfies equiHbrium with externally applied loads. 
The modification of elemental stiffness is used to force the stress distribution to 
that of a limit type distribution. Examination of equation (3.5) indicates that the 
elemental stiffness values are changed in such a manner that elements with 
equivalent stress values greater than (aJl are softened .while those with equivalent 
stress values less than (a e>j are _stiffened. 
iii.) A second linear elastic analysis is performed and the equivalent stress 
distribution along the symmetry plane (uncracked ligament for cracked 
components) is plotted for each analysis~ 
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equation (3.5). The intersection of the two plots giveS the r~node stress. Since the r-node 
. . . . • -
stress is load; controlled, if is linearly proportional to the externally applied tractions. 
Plastic collapse occurs when the r-node stress reac~ yield. Therefore the limit load can 
be expressed as 
(3.6) 
·. :·· .. 30 
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This value ·gives a lower bound estimate of the limit load fot the given component. or 
structUre if certain criteria are satisfied.. The GLO_SS R-node method has also been used 
to provide a robust estiuiate of inelastic fracture parameters for standard-fracture 
specimens such as the compact tension specimen. The estimates are made by scaling the 
load point displacements~ based upon the results of the two linear elastic finite element 
analyses, to obtain a strain parameter from which the elastic-plastic !-integral is 
calculated (Seshadri et al.,. 1995). 
3.3 The me· Method 
3.3.1 Theorem-of nestiug surfaces 
Consider a structure of volume, V, bounded by the surface~ S, and acted upon by a system 
of generalized loads Qt (k = 1, 2, ... ) as shown in Figure 3.3. Within the structure, there 
Figure 3.3 -Body with applied pointl~ads. 
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is a stress field aif and a correspondiDg steadys~-rate field·e:~. The problem is 
- : . . . . -
restricted to that of steady' isothennai creep in which the material behavior of the structure 
is governed by the constitutive equation 
(3.7) 
The "generalized effective stress" for this structure is given by 
(3.8) 
where, ac, is the effective stress associated with-the actual stress field inside the structure. 
Based on the work of Calladine and Drucker (Calladine et al.~l962), the theorem of 
nesting surfaces may be stated as follows: 
If the hypersurfaces Ql. a;} = constant in a stress space is. considered and QE is 
strictly monotonic, then for increasing values of n these hypersurfaces must "nest" 
inside each other. That is to say.· QEf 11=L·.~ QE ~ !~ QE. They are bounded on the 
outside by the surface n = l wbich,iS -analogous to linear elasticity and on the 
. . . . .. 
inside by the limit surface for n' ;2,. . oo, wbi~h'is the ~eld- surface in terms of the 
generalized force~ constructed on the assumption that the condition of plasticity is 
. . 
given by QE=constant. 
. -·. 
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Both bars. have len&th L and 
cross-sectional area. A. 
Figure 3A - Two-bar structure with associated nesting surfaces (Boyle, 1982). 
3.3.2 Mora's variational formulation 
In a limit analysis, it is well established that a statically admissible stress field cannot lie 
outside the hypersurface defined by the yield criterion. As well, the stress field obtained 
from a kinematically acceptable strain-rate field should lie on the hypersurface. The 
introduction of the ''integral mean of yield,. concept by Mura and associates (Mura et al., 
1963) into a variational formulation has made it possible to bypass the previously 
mentioned requirements. 
Mura and J-.ee (Mura et al., 1963) showed thatofor a state of impending plastic flow, the 
functional, F, becomes stationary with the safety factor being the stationary value of the 
. ' 





_ ... :• 
functional. The functional is ~x~ressed as foiib\Vs: 
F = J siffCv;J + vi)dV +. JoaifviJdV- JR;v;dS 
V · V Sv 
- m( J T;v;dS - 1) -f Jl [f(sif) + cl>2] dV 
ST V 
(3.9) 
with the constraint condition J1 ~ 0. The arguments of the functional are the independent 
variables; velocity vi, the deviatoric stress tensor sii, as well as the Lagrangian multipliers. 
The Lagrangian multipliers include the mean stress a, the surface reaction Ri~ the safety 
factor m, the positive scalar of proportionality J!, and the yield parameter 4». Other 
parameters include the given surface traction, T;. defined on a part of the boundary 
surface denoted by ST (the remaining boundary is denoted Sy), the Kronecker delta aij and 
the functionJtsii), which is the yield cri~rion. The yield criterion is expressed as 
2 
fi-r ) _ I k2 _ I a, \.s.. - -s .. s .. - - -s .. s .. - -IJ 2 1/IJ 21JIJ 3 (3.10) 
The variables sii, a, m, JL, and«<» all correspond to a state of impending plastic flow. 
Taking the variation of (3.9) and equating it to zero yields several natural conditions, one 
of which includes the plastic potential flow law given by 
. _1( )-at e .. - - v . . + v.. - JL-
'1 2 I,J };I as .. 
IJ 
(3.11) 
Other important conditions yielded are the equilibrium conditions, which may be 
34 
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(s .. + .ciiJ); ~· = 0 
. If- . . 1) :. 'J 
(s .. · + 6-•. a)n. = mT . . ·· 
IJ · .. I) · I I 
(s .. + . 6 .. cr)n- = R. 
IJ I} . ·, • } I 
m. ·v 
· on ST 
on Sv 
We now introduce the -atbitrary arguments· 
0 Jt· 
V; = vi + uvi 
0 . Jt 
sij :: sij + usij 
ifl = cr + 6a.:. 
R-0 = R. + 6R. t 1 r 
m 0 =m+6m 
Jlo = Jl + 6J! 
~0 = ~ +- 64» 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
in which V;, Sij• a, •.. denote the Stationary Set Of arguments Of equation (3.9) and l;vi• l;sij• 
etc., denote the variations. In the above set of equations, s';i, is the statically admissible 
deviatoric stress tensor corresponding to impending plastic collapse, where s';j = ct;j- ai}-d'. 
The parameter ct;j repres.ents. a statically ~ssible stress field, if = ift/3 and aij is the 
Kronecker delta. 
Substituting the arguments of (3 .13). into equation (3.9) using the equih'brium conditions 
(3.12) and the additional conditions 
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·expression (3.9) can be manipulated to give ·_ · · 
F = m - J ll{~ 6sif6s~l+ (6t{))2}dV - f 6Jt {ftsifj + (cf>,2 }dV (3.15) 
v v 
Mura and Lee also showed that integrating equation (3.9) with arbitrary arguments (3.13) 
and using the constraint conditions (3.14), the functional, F., can be expressed as 
F ::: m o - 1 llo {_.t(sifJ + C4>~2} dV (3.16) 
v 
Furthermore, the parameters m0 , fJ0 and 4>o may be determined by rendering the above 
functional, F, stationary which leads to the· following set of equations 
(3.17) 
Using equations (3.15) and (3.16) along with the additional condition,j{s';} + (4>D)2 = 0 in 
V, yields the extended lower bound theorem. 
Mora's extended lower bound theorem (Mura et al., 1965) may be expressed as 
(3.18) 
for any set of s';i• ~, mo, fJ0 and 4>0 which satisfy the conditions, 
36 
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(s/j + fJiitr)'i =0 · . - · : in V 
(s/j + {,iitr)ni = m:0 T1 -. on ST 
and the integrallllean of yield criterion given by 
r~~ o {fts;j + Ccl»">2 } dV = o 
v 




Since the right side of equation (3.18) is the safety factor~ the left side gives the lower 
bound for the safety factor. 
3.3.3 Finite element implementation of Mora's formulation 
Seshadri and Mangalaramanan (Seshadri et al., 1996) implement Mura' s formulation into 
a finite element scheme, whereby the improved lower bound multiplier may be 
determined from the results of a linear elastic finite element analysis. The linear elastic 
stress distribution, .t;i• corresponds to the applied traction, m0 P. · Given a second statically 
admissible stress distribution,i;i• corresponding to an applied traction P. then m0 t;i 
would correspond to M'P. ·Therefore, the following relationship holds 
{3.21) 
Substituting equation (3.21) into (3.16) yiel~ the following expression for the functional. 
F. 
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(3.22) 
The von MiSe5 equivalent stress·for the case of a uniaxial state of stress can be expressed 
as 
[ -o -o <a:Y 
-s .. -s .. =-2 IJ IJ 3 
Substituting equation (323) into (322) gives 
F = m o - f ~"[{ (m , 2(a"J2 - a;} + 3(cJ>,2 }dV 
v 
If we now apply equations (3.17) to the above result, we arrive at the following 
expressions for «1>0 and m0 
0 





The parameter ~tis the equivalent von Mises stress and ~ Vt is the volume of respective 
elements-in the FEA_discretization scheme. If we now consider Mura' s extended lower 
bound theo~in, we can use equation (3.25) to simplify (3.18) to give (Seshadri et al., 
l996); ·.' . 
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(3~26) 
where m' is the lower bound multiptier. Equations (3.25) and (3.26) are easily obtained 
from a linear elastic finite element analysis. The quantity ( CJdM is the maximum 
equivalent stress in the structure for a given load P. Therefore, the lower bound.lim.it 
load may be expressed as 
P = m'P c.. (3.27) 
Calladine and Drucker (Calladine et al.? 1962) and Boyle (Boyle, 1982) have developed 
an equation based on the average surfaces of dissipation that is similar to equation (3.25). 
Therefore, the parameter mo may be regarded as a multiplier for an upper bound limit 
load. It follows that the exact limit load for a given structure is bounded by the upper and 
lower multipliers, i.e. m '~ m ~ m0 • The challenge is to reduce the range between these 
values in order to focus on the actual limit load value. For the purpose of design and 
failure analysis, the lower bound value introduces a conservative estimate of the limit 
load with an inherent factor of safety that is desirable for this type of work. 
-3.3~4 Analysis of cracked components ~· Local plastic collapse 
Based on Mura' s formulation, the parameter mo corresponds to the upper bound. 
multiplier and is found from equation (3.25). The quantities ~~ and~ vi represent the 
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Von Mises equivalent stress and the volume of individual elements in the FEA 
discretization scheme. The quantity VT represents the total volume of the component. 
However, in the case of cracked components which undergo failure by localized plastic 
collapse, the use of the total volume would greatly overestimate the upper bound limit 
load which, in turn, would result in a poor estimate of the lower bound limit. In order to 
account for this behaviour, Seshadri and Mangalaramanan (Seshadri et al. , 1996) make 
use of a reference volume, VR, corresponding to the volume of the plastic region which is 




' Volume, VR . 
Figure 3.5 -lllustration of Total and Reference Volumes 
The reference volume identifies the active portion of the structure that participates in any 
plastic action. Since the reference volume consists of a localized region of the structure, 
the inequality VR s VT must hold (Figure 3.5). For cracked components, plastic 
action is limited to a sub-region of VT" Therefore, the magnitude of the upper bound 
multiplier, m0 , is dependent on the size of the sub-volume, which may be written as 
(3.28) 
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For the case when P =! •. equation (3.28) degenerates. ·to the classical lower bound val~e 
Next? consider an iterative linear elastic FEA process. similar to that of the GLOSS R· 
node approach, where the element stiffness values of the individual elements are altered 
m•(V): upper bounds 
m'(V): lower bounds 
(VIk ~ v ~ VT) 
Number of Iterations 
Exact 
Multiplet. m 
Figure 3.6 -Variation of m0 and m' with iterations. 
in the second and subsequent iterations to obtain a flatter stress distribution which 
approaches a limit type distnbution.. If m0 is evaluated on the basis of the total volume 
V ~ then it will decrease with increasing iterations, giving a flatter distribution of stress 
with increasing iterations. Of course. if mo increases with increasing iterations. the 
theorem of nesting surfaces will be violated. If mo is evaluated on the basis of the 
reference volume VR• and the various summ~ons are carried out in the following 
sequence. 
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(3.29) 
then for some reference volume, where fl. V1 < VR < V :ro the multiplier mu obtained from 
the first and second linear elastic FEA will be equal, i.e. (m~ = ~- That is to say that the 
theorem of nesting surfaces-is just satisfied. A schematic of the variation of the upper 
and lower bound multipliers with the number of iterations is shown in Figure 3.6. 
Seshadri and Mangalaramanan (Seshadri et al .• 1996) use the concept of reference volume 
in conjunction with Mura' s variational approach to develop an improved lower bound 
limit load estimate known as the m.-method. This method makes use of a stiffness 
adjustment scheme similar to that of the GLOSS R-node method in which two linear 
elastic FEA are performed. The first is.aconventional analysis, while the second analysis 
is based on a modification of the elemental stiffness values using the following equation: 
(3.30) 
where a""' is any arbitrary, nonzero stress value, a: is the elemental centroidal equivalent 
. - ' . 
stress. Es is the modified element elastic. modulus and Eo is the original elastic modulus. 
The subscript k refers to the element numbers and varies from k = 1 to k = N. The 
parameter q is the stiffness adjustment index and is used to moderate the degree of 
modification for "sensitiven structures. }o'or the, ~ajority of ~alyses, the value of q is set 
to unity~ · 
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B~:on the results of the tw() linear elastic FEA, and making use of the expression' for 
. . ,. . " •.. . ' . . 
Mora's upper bOund multiplier, m, (equation 3.25), me vatu~ m~ and m~ may be 
.. .:- ~ ~-=- : ... 
:• · .·.··· · . ...  
determined. The theorem ofnestiitg surfaces· asserts· tb~t '!I~ :::: ·.,;· ~ m, which is shown in 
Figure 3.6. The variation of mo with volume is also shown in Figure 3.6. 
Seshadri and Mangalaramanan introduce an iteration vanabte··c ... -~ch that infiititesimal . 
variations m the elemental stiffness~ in tbC second linear efastic-FEA. result in a 
correspon~g change 4(, the magnitu~e of which depends on the nature of the stiffness 
adjustment. Therefore, as C incleases With successive Iinear·elastic iterations beyond two, 
the upper and lower multipliers converge to the actual safety~factor (Figure 3.6). Mura' s 
lower bound multiplier may now be expressed in terms of the iteration variable, as: 
(3.31) 
where o~0 is the maximum equivalent stress for a given iteration "i"'. The quantities 
.m', m0 and oM are all functions of the iteration variable. Differentiating both sides of 
equation 3.31 with respectto C. gives 
dm 1 am' dm 0 am' do~ 
- = --·- + ----dC am o dC aa:, dC (3.32) 
Equation (3.32) is validfor any given iteration, however, only two are required for the 
. . . . . . 
m. -method. This equati~n may also be written in terms of finite differences, as follows: 
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(3.33) 
Using equations (3.31), (3.33) and the following defined quantities 
(3.34) 
Seshadri and Mangalaramanan arrived at a quadratic equation for m4 , which may be 
expressed as: 
Am 2 + Bm + C = 0 Cl . ct 
where the coefficients A, B and Care given by 
A = (m; ) 4 {a:,;)4 + 4 (m; ) 2 {a:,;)2 - 1 
B = -8 {m;)3 (a:,;)2 
C = 4 (mt>J (aMi) 
(3.35) 
{3.36) 
These coefficients can be obtained from the results of any linear elastic FEA. Real roots 
are ensured for equation {3.35) by insisting that the discriminant be greater than zero, i.e. 
(m':)(ct~;) s; (1 + J2). Although it is possible to calculate m. based on a single linear 
elastic FEA, provided the given condition is met,. the use of the reference volume along 
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CHAPTER4 
ANALYSIS OF STANDARD FRACTURE 
SPECIMENS 
In the following chapter. three standard fracture specimens are used as a benchmark for 
application of both the Gloss R-oode and m.r-methods of robust analysis to determine 
limit loads for cracked components. The three specimens included in the analysis include 
the compact tension (Cf). single edge notched bend (SENB) and the single edge notched 
tension (SENT) specimens which are shown in Figure 4.1. The figure outlines the 
important geometry parameters for each specimen and indicates the applied loading 
condition. Four independent limit loa4 solutions will be calculated for each specimen for 
the purpose of comparison. These solutions will include both the Gloss R-oode and m~r 
solutions as well as a nonlinear finite element solution ~d analytical solutions which are 
:.· • • ~ L 
avciilable for these particular geometries . . The robust limit l()ad results will be compared 
to the nonlinear finite element analysis and·the analytical s9lution to gage the accuracy of 
. . . . 
the robust estimates. 
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Single Edge Notched Tension Panel 
. Figure· 4.1 - Standard fracture specimens. 
'I bl 4 1 Standard F s o· - a e - racture •peclDlen 1.D1ens1ons . 
-Dimeasion Fracture Specimen 
(mm) CT SEND SENT 
a 46.6 50 30 
B 3 3 3 
w 100 100 50 
L - - 200 
s - 400 -
4.1 FiDite ElementModeHng Consi~erations 
All of the finite. element analyses discussed in this thesis have been performed using the 
ANSYS Version 5.2 software package from Swanson Analysis Systems. This program 
has been used for both linear and non-~· analysis. 
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. For the tw6 dimensional Iineai elastic analy~9 it is necessary to model the lHr 
singularity of the strain field at the crack tip. B3sed. on work by Barsoum, this is most 
effectively achieved by using an. isoparametric six-noded triangular element with the 
midside nodes moved to the quarter point (Barso~ 1976). This element exhibits strain . 
singularity along the element boundaries as well as in the interior,. and bas a finite strain 
energy and stiffness at all points. within the element. The singular elements are used only 
around the crack tip and allow a coarser mesh. in this region than would be possible with 
ordinary elements. In the ANSYS software the ~ommended element for two 
dimensional fracture models is known as the PLANE2 element and is used exclusively in 
modeling the three specimens. In all cases the crack tip is modeled using nine elements 
with the radius of the first array of crack elements at the crack tip equal to 1 m.m (see 
Appendix B). The ratio of the size of the second row of elements to the first row is 0.5. 
Material behavior is assumed to be elastic perfectly-plastic for simplicity. However, 
modeling of strain-hardening behavior may be easily approximated using a flow stress 
approach in the analysis. The flow stress for typical pipe steels is defined in the literature 
in one of two ways; i) a flow = a1 + 69 MPa or ii) afl--= ( a1 + at)/2 where at is the ultimate 
tensile strength of the particular materi~ •. In either case, the yield stress value of the 
material is extended to account for the effect of strain-hardening in the analysis. For 
elastic perfectly-plastic material behaviorF Rice and Rosengren have shown the crack tip 
. . . 
strain singularity to be of the ord~r lli. (Ri~ et al., 1968). This is achieved using . 
isoparametric eight-noded quadriblteral elements that are degenerated to triangles with the 
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mid-side nodes moved to the quarter point. Again, these ele_meiltS are only used around 
the crack tip to effectively model the strain singularity. Material properties are isotropic 
with the following values of material constants used; Young's Modulus = 211 GPa, 
Poisson's ratio = 0.3 and yield stress = 488 MPa. Each of th~ three problems are 
modelled as plane stress with specified thickness. ANSYS code necessary to generate 
and solve these and subsequent models may be found in Appendix A as is all macro code 
used in postprocessing. Typical mesh plots are illustrated in Appendix B. 
4.2 Compact Tension (CT) Specimen 
An illustration of the CI' specimen is shown in Figure 4.1, along with the applicable 
geometry parameters. A half model is used to avail of symmetry in the geometry and 
loading conditions, which allows for faster model generation and shorter solution times. 
The relevant dimensions of the specimen are given in Table 4. L For the linear elastic 
analyses an arbitrary tensile load of 1300 N was applied to the specimen which is 
modelled as a plane stress problem with a specified thickness. 
An analytical limit load solution i~ available for the cr geometry and is given as 
(Anderson, 1991): 
PL = l.0721lBhar ·. . 
'1 = ~~r + ~- + 2 ~ (~ + •) . (4.1) 
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The paramet~rS B. b and aY are. .. ~·lhickness~ 1mcracked ligament length and the yield 
stress respectively. The results of lhe robust methods will be compared to lhe analytical 
and .nonlinearfinite element solutions. 
. .. ·-
4~ Single Edge Notched Bend (SENB):Spedmen 
The SENB specimen is shownm_~gllre4.1 wilhpertinentdimensions listed in Table4~1. 
As in lhe case of lhe cr. specimen, a half-model is used to avail of symmetry. An 
arbitrary load. of 600 N is applied to the model for the linear elastic analyses. The 
problem is modeled as plane stress with specified lhickness. · The analytical solution for 
the SENB specimen maybe expressed as(Anderson, 1991): 
(4.2) 
where B is the thickness, b is the uncracked ligament length. S is the length and oY is the 
·yield strength. The results are discussed in section 45. 
• . . ! . 
-4.4. Single Edge Notched· Tension·(SENT) ·Panel 
... -.. :. , " 
:_- . 
. . •' . 
As in the previous two. cases, the SENT panel is such that lhe-half-m~l may be used on. 
. . . •' . . . '· ·. . 
the b~is o.~. symmetcy. ~~ rele~ant model ~i~ns are found.in.'l)d~lf! 4.i. The 
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agaiD,.-:mOdeled ~a plane stress problem with speCifi:~_thickness. The analytical limit 
• . •I • • • ' ,; .. · · _ .• · .. 
Io3d solution for the SENT speciiDen is given as (Anderson, 1991): 
P L = 1.072 T)Bbay 
T) = Jl + (:r ~ ~ (4.3) 
where, B, band aT are the thickness,. uncraeked ligament length and the yield stress 
respectively. Limitload estimation results are given in the following section. 
4.5 Limit Load Results Using The Gloss R-oode Method 
The Gloss R-oode analysis requires the determination of the r-node stress based on two 
elastic finite element analyses. Forth~ three fracture specimens under consideration, 
failure occurs as a result of net section yielding along the uncracked ligament. -Therefore, 
the most likely locations for r-nodes will be located along this ligament. R-nodes are 
identified as locations in the structure where the equivalent stress distributions for the 
first and second linear analyses intersect. For the two dimensional fracture models 
considered, this is most easily obtained by plotting the distributions along the remaining 
ligament, as collapse will occur along this section. Using the ANSYS software, the path 
is defmed by specifying nodes at the beginning and the end of the desired path. 
Intermediate nodes may also be used in the definition of the path to increase the number 
of data points in the distribution. The FEA software calculates fifty data points between 




between kno~ nodal values as nee •• The siri:ss distributions are based on nodal 
stress values for elements located along the symmetry plane,. with stress. values averaged 











R•Node Stress Determination 
CTSpecimen 
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 
Distance Along Symmetry Plane (m) 
0.06 
Figure 4.2 - Cf Specimen. Stress Distribution Along Symmetry Plane 
given for each specimen and the relevant R -node stresses are determined. Plots 
illustrating the finite element mesh and other model data are located in Appendix B. · 
Figure 4.2 shows the equivalent stress distribution for the Cf specimen after the first and 
second liilear elastic analyses. The distnoutions are plotted from the crack tip (position of 
0 m) to the end of the uncracked ligament. Although difficult to see. there is only one 
intersection of the two distributions at a location near the crack tip. This indicates the 
.. . : . .. 
·_ ) · .. ··-~ . 
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presence of one r-node· for this problem and th~·r-node streSs is. the equivalent stress value 
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R-Node Stress_Determination · 
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Figure 4.3 - SENB Specimen Stress Distribution Along Symmetry Plane 
overlap in the two stress distributions. However, there is no clear intersection. As a 
result, this cannot be taken as an r-node. In all likelihood,_ the apparent intersection. is the 
result of interpolation errors in calculating the element centroidai stresses. The same may 
be said for the apparent futersection anb~ far end ofthe plot (pOsition of 0.052 m)~ It can 
be shown that these apparent inte~tions progressively· vaD.ish as f:be modified elastic 
stress distnb11tion approaches. limit type (Seshadri~ 1996). However, this would require 
multiple elastic iterations, which would. defeat the purpoSt;_()fattaining good limit load 
• • .I .. • -·- _ • . ·•;·,- ' 
. ···-
'"_; : -. 
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estimates Using only two elastic iteratro~~ . Ttie·~alr-nOdC;eqtrlvalent stres~ value 
taken from the plot i5·52 MPa which correspondS;(~. ~ Jimitload ·v~u~ for the cr . 
.. . ·.. . ~ . ~: .. · .. . . ~ ... . 
speciinenof 12 182N. 
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Figure 4.4 - SENT Specimen Stress Distribution Along Symmetry Plane. 
Similar stress distribution plots for the first and second linear analyses along the 
uncracked ligaments are given in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 for the SENB and SENT specimens 
respectively. In each case. the distribution is plotted from the crack tip along the extent of 
the uncracked ligament. The plot fo~·the bend speciriien shows two possible intersections 
. . 
at either end of the plot, with an overlapping region; at the center. The first intersection at 
the left hand side of the plot is a clear distinct intersection in the vicinity of the crack tip 
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_and as 'such must be co~deied.an. r-riooe •.. The overlapping:~oit at the center of the 
' . . .. . . .. . . . . . . ~ . - ~ . 
:··_; 
plot-does notsiiow: a cleai-,. ~stinctintersection be~~n~.  two distribution~. Therefore~ 
this is a virtual r-nooe. the~intersectio~: ~ tfle,right hand;~i& of the p~ot also appears to 
.. . ·• ··· . . • . . 
be clear and distinct which indicates an r-node location. The loading configuration of the 
SENIJ .sPe<:imen is such that tensile and compressive stresses. are present along the 
remaining ligament due to the bending moment. Plotting the von Mises equivalent 
.; · . 
stresses, the resulting stress distribution across the ligament is u-sbaped. As a result, it is 
possible for this distribution to yield two r-node locations with similar stress values. This 
is the case for the SENB _specimen. Since there ~ two r-nodes indicated in Figure 4.3, 
the r-node equivalent stress used in the evaluation of the limit load is the arithmetic mean 
of the two r-node stresses shown in the figure. If unsure about the validity of multiple r-
nodes for more complex structures: use the highest r .. node equivalent stress value to 
calculate the lirilit load to ensure a conservative estimate~ The equivalent stress value in 
this case is 34 MPa which gives a limit load for the SENB specimen of 8508 N. 
The stress distribution plot for the SENT specimen is similar to that of the cr specimen, 
as the loading conditions are similar. In this case, the plot shows a single~ well defined 
. . . . 
interseCtion 8t a position of approximately 0.005 m along the symmetry plane. 
As well,· t)rerejs .mi ~pparent overlap towards the center of the plot characteristic of the 
·previous two specimens. This overlap is ag3in considered a virtual r-node and therefore 
' " ... 
does not play a(Ole in the collapse mechanism.. Based on the plot, the r-node equivalent 
... . ·. ·~ . . ·. , . . 
~: .. ~· . 
stress f~r this g~metcy is 28 MPa .. which corresponds to a limit.load of8 589 N. 
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· There are several problems associated. with detennining r.;.nodes using the. stress . 
distrioution along. the uncrackedligament. The preVious discussion outlines the 
difficulties in deteim.ining what criteria constitute an r-node based on the plots shown. 
This method is satisfactory for the simple;, two-dimensional fracture models given. 
However, for more complex geometries and crack configurations the method outlined 
needs development. Cases involving complex cracks and three-dimensional geometries 
make this approach a challenge~ 
Arbitrary Triangular Elements 
D".-- Ele111e11t c•11troidal 
eqMiYIIIC11t :rtr•:r:r 
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1., - First li11Ctn" 111111/yli:r . 













Figure 4.5 -.Improved R-oode Visualization Scheme 
An improved methOd of visualizing r-node locations and stress values has recently been 
used with good su<:cess;. The improved method involves calculating r-nodes for every 
combination of adjacent ~le~ents iil the entire model (Mangalaramanan, 1997). The 
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method·maybe used·forboth t\Vo.andtlireedimerisional models and provides. a visual· 
representation of all the r-nodes wi~ a structure. The r-n()(les are determined by 
plotting the element centroidal equivalent stress values of adjacent elements from both 
the first and second linear analyses . . A linear relationship is assumed between the values 
of the first and second analyses and the lines plotted for each element. An r-node is 
identified if the lines intersect and the r~node stress value is taken as the intersection 
value. Figure 4.5 illustrates this method. Three triangular elements are depicted in the 
figure with element centroidal equivalent stresses plotted for the two pairs of adjacent 
elements. The plot in the upper right comer shows two intersecting lines which indicates 
an r-node at this location. The r-node equivalent stress is taken as the stress value at 
which the IIDes intersect. The lower plot shows the stress. values for both the first and 
second linear analyses which. do not intersect. In this case, there is no r-node present. 
This calculation is performed for all adjacent elements within the model.to determiner-
node locations and their associated stress values. 
Having identified all the r'-nodes within the structure,. the next task is to identify the 
peaks. If we consider all the r-nodes within the structure and plot them based on their 
equivalent stress values, an r-node stress contour can. be depicted within the structure. 
Plastic collapse will occur in the area where the r-:-node stress· values are highest (as these 
areas will reach the· yield stress sooner) which may~ be easilyide~tified from the r-node 
stress contour .. . A recent paper by Seshadri lists several basic rules for identifying 
~· . - . . 
legitimate r-node peaks which maybe~ for this approach (Sesb~.l996). The r-
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node di~ referredt~-k~hadri~s paper£:~tidnne~rinai plots.ofr-nodes al~ng 
a path consis~nt with-~ model geometry. However~ the same.~ visualization and. 
identification rules may be applied to the prescnDed method and extended into three · 
dimensions. It is important to note-that proper l~tification of r-node peaks requires 
substantial experience and that the rules which ~It? given should only be used as 
guidelines. 
CT Specimen • R-node Pfot 
Figure 4.6- cr Specimen R-node Plot 
The improved r-node visualization scheme is used to determine the r-node peaks for the 
three standard fracture specimens discussed previously and the results are compared to . 
those obtained earlier. The r-node plot forthe cr specimen is shown in Figure 4.6. The 
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numbered -values inside the model outline Uiafcaie ranges of stress values for the r-nodes 
and are given in descending order of s_tress.• (Le •. one lepresents the highest stress value 
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Figure 4.7- SENB Specimen R-node Plot 
is broken into ten contour divisions for this particular model, as well as the others 
discussed here; The nuniber of contour divisions may be increased or decreased as 
desired. The r-node contours shown::'m Figure 4~6 clearly indicate the presence of one 
significant r-node peak for this model. Th~ ~ ~ located along the uncracked ligament 
y ·- -
'• 
near the crack tip and i~ indicated by the _contour· value of ~ne as shown in the plot. All 
. . ' 
the r-nodes surrounding these have contour v3lues ·less than one indicating a decreasing 
- . .: -
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contour. A second peak may be~ coJ;JSiderecl at. the top.of the figure where there is a cluster 
. . 
of r-nodes with die_ contour value of six_ with all surrounding r-nodes having lesser values. 
However,. based on the rules outlined by Seshadri, this is identified as a virtual peak as it 
is not distinct and is loccited away from a critical region of the structure. The real peak is 
consistent with the r-node peak identified· iti Figure 4.2~ based on the stress distribution 
plot along the ligament The equivalent stress value at the peak location for the cr 
model is 103 MPa which corresponds to a limit load value of 12 341 N. 
The r-node plot for the SENB specimen is shown in Figure 4. 7. This plot is similar to 
that of the. cr specimen in that there is only one clear r-node peak present. This differs 
significantly from. the result obtained from the equivalent stress plot along the uncracked 
ligament, shown in Figure4.3. Based on the results of Figure 4.3, two r-node peaks were 
identified, whereas the full r-node plot of the structure indicates only one relevant peak. 
It is difficult to see the contour numbers near the crack tip in the r-node plot above due to 
the fine mesh in this area and a significant number of r,;.nodes. The contour numbers 
overlap in this region. However, this is indeed the location of the r-node peak which 
occurs near the crack tip,. as was the case with the cr specimen desribed previously. The 
peak r-node equivalent stress value for this geometry is 35 MPa which corresponds to a 
limit load value for the SENB specimen of 8 336 N. 
The method. in which r~nOdes are determined by the improved r-node visualization 
. - . . .. - . ' . ... ·.~.'- . . _
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method. Ifthe-e~e#nt:size is rel~vei}dar~~ ~'signit'i~anh~ifierence in nodal stre5s 
values could ~cUr-over the extent of:the:ele~~h )nus is·p~cid'arly true f~r smaller 













































Figure 4.8 -SENT Specimen R-node Plot 
result, the important activity in a localized region may be shadowed by the limitations 
imposed by using only the centrOidal stress value for a large element. This is likely the . 
case for the SENB 5peciuien for which the imp~oved identification scheme does not 
. -
identifY the second r-node as did the-plot ~f the stress distn~utions across the uncracked 
ligament (Figure. 4.:3).- The stress plot along a particular path obtained from the ANSYS 
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software averages~ stress values across. the elementS ~ d. Win always !wififty data poftlts 
~- ~- .~ . . . . . ·-.. ·.· . - . . . 
• .. 
between every paii of nodes used in the path definition~ ~pending on the mesh density 
along the path (element size~~ several data points are·interpolated across .an element, 
based on the nodal values, l~g to a more accurate distribution of stress across an 
elemenL· Using element centroidal stress values does not give a clear representation of 
how stress values are changing across the element. Therefore, there may be inaccuracies 
in identifying all the r-nodes when using the improved r-node visualization scheme. This 
inaccuracy is clearly seen in the SENB model. The improved scheme gives a clear 
representation of what occurs in the entire structure, as opposed to one particular region. 
In addition, the improved scheme eliminates the need to identify an appropriate path 
along which to plot the stress distribution. Although. this is not a problem for the 
examples given, it would create a significant problem for more complex geometries. In 
any case, if there is some doubt as to the identification of legitimate r-node peaks always 
choose the highest equivalent stress value in determining the limit load in order to ensure 
a conservative estimate. 
The results of the r-node plot for the SENT specimen (Figure 4.8) are similar to those of 
the cr specimen. One relevant r-node peak is identified and corresponds quite well to 
the stress plot along the ligament shown in Figure 4.4. Again, the r-node peak is located 
in the vicinity of the crack tip. ·A lesser peak appears to exist at the top of the model. 
However, this is due to the manner in which the load is applied along the upper surface. 
Applying the rules for r-node peak identification given by Seshadri, the second peak 
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would be co~~dered a virtual peak and:~ould not~be_used~.hen determining the limit 
load- The r-nooe· peak stress val~e for the SENT -spec~e~ is 29 MPa which correspondS 
to a limit load value of 8 477 N~ . 
4.6 Limit Load Results: Using The ID4 ·method 
The IDe- method for determining limit I~adS was applied to the three standard specimens. 
The results from this approach provide for both upper and lower bound values of the 
actual limit load. The lower bound es~te is the on~ of primary concern for failure 
analysis. However, the upper bound resul~ has practical applications in the areas of metal 
forming and cutting. A detailed explanation of the theoretical fotindation for this method 
is found in Cbapter3. A practical gUide for obtaining IDe results is given below, in a -step 
by step approach. 
1.) Create model geometry and· perform the fust linear elastic analysis. 
2.) Adjust the elastic moduli of.the_el~~ents and p(;d-ormthe second linear elastic 
analysis. .The modUli are.modified: as per equation (3.30), with any arbitrary stress 
value used for a arb. 
3.) Obtain the equivalent stress and volume from the firs.tanalysis for each 
element in the model and perform the calculation:~~~~;. a!2AV2; ••• o;.avll for 
all n elements. ~ .. . .. ... : 
. ,. ·-. 
4.) Arrang~ the data uf descending order, based.on:_the re~ts of the calculation 
. . . -_ -· ' ·. ..· . ' . . . . . 
performed in step 3. 
.. -.. : ·· :-_: 
. '; .. ' 
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· 5~) Sort the. stress and volume listing from the; second analysiS", corresponding to 
. · .. . " . . . 
the ordered listing of the fust analysis . . Ne.x~ perfoim the calculation described in 
step 3 using the results obtained ~m the·secondanalysis-. The fii:tal data listing 
should contain a list ·of matching element numbers with corresponding elemental 
equivalent stress values, element volumes anc:t step 3 calculation results for each 
analysis as shown below: 
.. 
- · 
FtrSt Linear Elastic Analysis~ Second Linear Analysis 
Elem Stress Volume ·rr4v ·Eiein: Stress Volume a24V No. ·- No~ . 
89 L2e+o6 1.2e.:()3;' 1440 · 89 Lle+o6 1.2e-03 1320 
5 .LOe+06 1.4e-03 . l~:': s ' 9.2e+05 1.4e-03 1288 
67 9.7e-+:()5 9.0e-04 . 873- 67 ' . 9.9e+04 . 9.0e-04 89.1 
. . . . . ' 
. . . 
6.) Based on the element order established fu:dJ.«; previous step calculate the 
energy dissipation summation as follow's:. 
First Linear Elastic Analysis Seco~d Linear Elastic Analysis 
. . · 
Element Dissipation Element Dissipation 
89 o;s9L\V89 89 o;s~Vs9 
5 o;s~ Va9-+o!sAV s 5 · • : o;s~Vs9-+0:SAVs 
' . 
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· ~ysis (~fer ~~:sectionS 3~2~3 and 3.2.4 fo~further explanation). Theref~re • 
. · ' - ; . . ' 
. based on the energy dissipation summation (step 6);. the reference volume may be 
. . . 
determined by identifying the paint at which the summation for the first analysis 
. . 
becomes less than that of the secpndalialysis. The upper bound multiplier, based 
. . :· .. · ~ . 
on the reference volume, is. then calculated:. using equation (3~25). 
8.) Fmally~ the improved lower mound. multiplier, m~ may be calculated using 
equations (3.35) and (3.36). 
When following this procedure to determine limit loads, three impOrtant. checks are 
necessary to ensilre a valid limit load estimate'. These are: 
i.) Following modulus modification, the maxiinum equivalent stress value for 
both·the first and second analysis. should occur in the same element. For the case 
of cracked components with requirements for modeling the crack tip singularity, 
this check may be relaxed if the.maximum stress occurs in different elements. 
However, this may only be considered if the elements in question are in close 
proximity to one another in the model. 
ii.) The maximum equivalent stress for the first analysis must be greater than that 
of the second analysis. If this is not true then m~ ;:!;' m; and the theorem of nesting 
surfaees will be violated. 
ill~) To ensure real roots, the discriminant for the quadratic equation (3.35) must 
be greater than zero (i.e. the value form. must not be imaginary). 
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Ifany ofthe ~checks are negative,.· the an~ysiS miis~·be'iepeated'With a slightly 
. -· . . . . 
different .modhlus adjustment. For the three fracture speeimens diseussed, at least three 
different modulUs adjUstment values. were used in each case to ensure a valid pair of 
results with which to cal~ulate a ~~lo~ It is impQrtant to note that while only two 
linear analysis are reqUired to calculate the m.multiplier,. more than one modulus 
.. 
adjustment may be required to obtain a valid distribution to satisfy the three checks given 
above. The macros required to perform:dle modulus modification,. as well as them. 
calculation, are included in Appendix A.: 
The limit load results obtained for the three fracture specimens using them. method are 
as follows: cr specimen, p L = 13 910 N,. SENB specimen,. 'P L = 8 591 N and SENT 
specimen,. P L = 9 085 N. The following section discusses and compares the robust limit 
load estimates. with those of the nonlinear finite element analysis and the analytical limit 
load equations given previously. 
4.7 Summary and Discussion of Results 
Robust limit load estimations, for the·tmee standard fracture specimens were given in the 
two preceding sections~ ·These ~ts are now compared to results obtained through 
nonlinear finite element analysis as well as to results obtained from analytical limit load 
solutions available for these geometries. Table 4.llists all limit load results for the three 
specimens. A percentage error calculati()n. for each robust limit load estimate based on 
. , , - . ·· .. - . 
. .,:.·:. 
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the nonlinear fiitite element analysis result is alsG given iii Table 4. L The error · 
' .. . 
calculation is based on the nonlinear FEA solution to: provide a consistent basis of· 
comparison with components for which analytical solutions are unavailable. 
Table 4.2 -Limit LOad Estimation Results 
Gloss R-NOde:: m.;-nietbod Nonlinear Specimen FEA Analytical PL %Error ·PL %Error 
cr 12182N- 19.7% 13910N 83% l5170N 14801 N 
·12341 N 
SENB . 8508N 19.1% 8591 N _ 18.4% 10523N 9817N 8336N 
SENT 8589N 14.5% 9085N 9.6% 10049N 95l2N 8477N 
Note: The lower value in, the Gloss R-node columns is the result obtained using the 
improved r-node identification scheme. 
For the most part, the robust estimates compare quite well to the nonlinear FEA and 
analytical solutions. Both robust techniques provided reasonably good results for the cr 
and SENB specimens. Calculation of a limit load for the SENT specimen using the ID.t-
method posed problems when using a_modulus modification index, q = 1. This can be 
attributed to the extreme depth of the cnu::kiiSed in this model. The crack depth in this 
case is 60% of the total specimen width, leaving a small ligament to support the applied 
. . . 
load. The stre~ redistribution in this areais extensive and provides quite a wide range of 
stress values-in a. limited reference volume for this 8peeiril~n. , As a resul~ one of the three 
. ' . ' . . . : . . . . '· . . -~ ·' 
criterion required for a satisfactory solution was violated. 'the modulus mOdification 
. . 
index was reduced to, ~ y~ueof 0.5 w~cbprovided~ necessary conditions to obtain a 
.... · - ... 
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ANALYSIS OF AxiAL PIPE-DEFECTS 
The following chapter extends the use of robust finite element analysis to the practical 
problem of axial pipe defects typical of stress corrosion cracking (SCC). The analysis of 
these geometries is simplified to that of loading by internal presstlre only in order to gage 
the effectiveness of the robust techniques. in limit load determination. The analysis 
includes single defects of varying depths as well as multiple defect geometries typical of 
craek colonies prevalent in SCC cases. Furthermore, all cracks are assumed to be 
infinitely long with uniform depth. 
5.1 Finite Element ModelliDg Considerations 
The pipe models used in the analysis are bas¢<1 on typical, Class 1 grade~ natural gas 
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human; population as ootllnedin existiilg industry standards. The finite. element models 
de:veioped here· ace based on a9l4 mm OD.linepipe having a wall thickness of 10 mm. 
The IrulX:im.um allowable operating pressure for this particular linepipe is in the vicinity 
of 7 MPa (Transportation~ 1992). These parameters are typical of the common American 
Petroleum Institute (API) pipe grade, X-65. 
The finite element modeling is performe<twith the ANSYS Version 5.2 software package 
developed by Swanson Analysis Systems. ANSYS is used for. both the linear and non-
linear analyses. The pipe is modeled in two-dimensions with defects running in the axial 
direction. Both the pipe and the defect are assumed to be infinitely long with internal 
pressure loading only. Therefore, the pipe is modeled using PLANE2 elements with the 
plane strain option~ the details of which are-given in Chapter 4. The crack tip singularity 
is simulated by moving the midside nodes of the triangular PLANE2 elements to the 
quarter point(Barso~ 1976). Material behaviour in the non-linear case is assumed to 
be elastic; perfectly-plastic. The analysis is based on the incremental theory of plasticity 
for which the total load is applied in gradual increments. Newton-Rapbson iterations are 
performed for each substep in order to obtain a converged solution. 
s.2 Smgle AXial Deteets -
In this study, a 914 mm O.D. pipe model having a single axial defect is considered. The 
analysis is performed for vario~ crack depths In the radial direction, with all defects 
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being continuons·andb~g:onth~ extemat;~cic~ of the~ pi~~ Three different crack 
. .... 
• J ' • • • 
geometries are coDsidemt (i.e. single aXiill ~feetShaVing depttJs of27 3 and . .4 mm). The 
finite element model foreach·geometty is gene~tcillising the'ANSYS sofuvare,. with 
. . •·. ~- - . . : " ' . 
only the symmetric half of the component being con~idei:e<L . Six-nOded· isoparametric 
.. . . . ·"'' ' : .··" .•. 
elements are used for the· bulk of the mesh. with the? siligularity at _the crack tip being ' • 
modeled using nine crack tip elements. The radius.' of the first array of crack tip elements 
is 0.5 ~ with the ratio of the second row of elements to· ~e first row being one. 
Material properties used· for modelling purposes include an elastic modulus of 211 GPa 
and a yield stress of 488.43 MPa. 
The limit loads for each of the three models is e!~uated.using the Gloss r-node and m~r 
.. . -
robust methods, as well as traditional ilon-linearfinite element analysis. The non-linear 
analysis is used as a benchmark for comparison· with the; robust estimates. The loading 
for all robust analysis runs is uniform internal pressure·. of magnitude, P = 2 MPa. 
5.2.1 Gloss r-node limit load estimates·--: 
The r-nooe s~ss for each model is' pbtained by plotting the stress distributions of the first 
. . : . . . . . 
and secondfutear elastic ~alyses:~o~g.th~ "rincrack~ ligament and determining the 
,. . ,. . . . " . . - . . 
... · \. ..; 
points of intersection,. as detailed in~ Chapte~ 4;.·:: the, through thickness:stress distribution 
•' : .. • • ,. ---· ·. - c - . 
. . ' .. . . :~-~ ,, .:: . -- ' ~- : . . .. ·.• . . 
fora defect-~ pipe is compared ~th _t_h~tofa pipe-con.taining an extetnalaxial defect 
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· inside surface of~pi(;eanitdecn:asm.g tow~ the"o~iside,surface. When an extemai 
' ·. - . .· . 
defec~ is· introduced, the distribution changes· corisid.e~Iy . . The maxnnmn stress now 
:. ' . ·• · .. ..:.- : ', . ; - ... ~ ·, ' ' 
·,, -. 
. occurs at. the crack tip. where there -is a sili~arity m the resulting stress field. The 
presence of a stress field singularitY fu combination with a thin pipe wall thickness 
introduces a number of problems when determining,_effeetive r-node stress values for 
these models. · 
Figure 5.1 -Typical stress distributions for uneracked and cracked pipe. 
Figure 5.1 indicates aU-shaped stress distribution for the defective pipe and a 
corresponding peak stress at the crack tip. The singularity caused by the presence of the 
defect results in a wider range of stress values over the remaining ligament and. as a 
result. stress redistribution over this region is more extensive. For the pipe models here. 
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th~ uncracted ligament iS relatfv~ly siriill and the redistribution of stress must occur over 
. . . -, ·. . 
a very small region. A typicahiiOdUtus modification creates a relatively large change in 
. } .. ~ . 
· ... . ·' 
the resUlting st:ress field~ This c~~ge is _  too drastic for structures which have small 
regions in which stress redistn"bution can occur. As a result, . several iterations are 
required to achieve a proper stiess redistribution~ · ThuS, it is necessary to manipulate the 
modulUs modification scheme used for the Gloss r-node technique such that the 
redistribution of streSs may occur pro~rly in the limited region available. This is 
accomplished by introducing a modulu5-softening index. q~ to equation (3.5) to give the 
following modulus modification equation, 
(5.1) 
The modulus-softening index serves the same purpose in the Gloss r-node scheme as it 
. does in the m. scheme. It moderates the change in the resulting stress field brought about 
by the elemental moduli modification-,; so redistnuution can properly occur within the 
·- •' . . ; . 
space available. To achieve this •. the value-of q is- reduced from one to a value of 0.25, or 
~ - . ' 
lower; as n~. 
The pipe au)dels considered m this-section are. the tiuee described earlier. having crack 
.. · ' .. -· . . - :. 
· , : 
I • - ' ' 
depths of 2, ·3· and 4 min •. lit each ca5e~_tlie:modull1s-softening index. q. was reduced to a 
.. - --: . :: . . 
value ofO.iO io--give reasonable resw&'ro; the Gloss r-node analysis·. The stress 
- . . . ' .-. ' . : _,. ·, . .. . ' ~- ;_ :· . . . .-__ . ' . 
distiibutions -obtiiliied rroin the fust and second line'ar.analyses for the pipe containing the 
.. . . . . . . . . 
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2 mm defect are presented in Figure 5.2. As shown~ the two distributions appear to be 
almost coincident over the length ofthe ligament. This indicates that modification of the 
original stress distribution due to changes in the elemental moduli bas been slight. This is 
Stress Distribution - 2 mm Defect 
Softening Exponent q = 0.1 
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Figure 5.2 - Stress distributions along the uncracked ligamenL 
the behaviour intended. by introducing a modulus-softening index, q < 1. As shown. 
Figure 5.2 is of little help. in determining r-node·Iocations or stress values. Therefore. the 
next step is to focus on the area of the plot where one would expect to find a clear 
intersection of the two ·distributions, which indicates the presence of an r~node. A point 
of interest in Figure 5.2 is the shape-of the stress distribution curve. The expected U-
shape is not evident in.this particular model and in.fact, the lowest equivalent stress 
. 74 . 
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the preSen.ce of a stresssin8uJarity at the~ k tip.: 'fhe influence ~fthecrack is 
. . . .· . . - . 
extendhlg along the entire li~eilt m Slidt a way as to reduce tb~stress levelauhe inner . 
surface of the pipe. In unciaCk~regions of the pipe, remote from the defect; the stress 
distribution is .typical of an uncrackedcyliJJ.der witli~um stress occurring-at the 
inner surface and reducing to ~minimUm:~ the outer surface. 
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Figure 5.3 - Stress distributions necar th~ crack tip (2 mm defect). 
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Intuitively, the origin ofplasticity leadingto plastic collapse of the structure will occur at 
or near the crack ~Pp where,stre.ss levels are high~~- Therefore. a closer look at the stress 
. - . . . -.. : . ~ ·. . . ... - ., 
. . 
. . . 
distributions in this area is likely to reveal the location of an r~node. Figure 5.3 shows a 
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the ligament adjacent to the crack. tip. It is apparentfrom thiS figure that the slight 
perturbation in the stress field due to the modification of the elemental moduli bas niade 
very little change to the. stress distribution along the uncracked ligament. However,. the 
change is enough to identify an intersection of the two distributions at a distance of 
approxin:iately 7 ~ 7 mm. The r-node stress corresponding to this intersection is 
approximately 120 MPa. which corresponds to a limit pressure of 8.14 MPa. There · 
appears to be a region at the left side ofFigure 53 where the two distributions are 
coincident, however, closer examination reveals this to be untrue. Although not visible in 
Figure 5.2, closer examination of the stress distributions over the entire ligament shows 
an intersection in the vicinity of the inner surface of the pipe (left side of plot). This point 
of intersection corresponds to an effective r-node stress of approximately 65 MPa. If this 
r-node is considered together with the r-node near the crack tip, the resulting limit load 
prediction would be approximately 10.56 MPa. which is greater than the nonlinear FEA 
result of 9. 72 MPa. Considering the most probable origin of plasticity leading to collapse 
to be in the area adjacent to the crack, it is more reasonable, in this case, to consider only 
the r-node. near the crack tip. In any case, choosing the larger value of r-node stress will 
always give the most conservative limit load estimate when using this method. 
Figure 5.4 shows the stress distributions from the first and second linear elastic analyses 
for a similar pipe containing a 3 mm deep external axial defect. The stress plot, in this 
case, is shown for the portion ofthe·ligament adjacent to the crack tip. The stress 
· distribution plots for the entireuncracked ligament may be found in Appendix C. The 
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distributiQ~:fi.t th.is case are very similar to that shown in FigUre 5.3 for the 2 mm: defect. 
The modulus softening index, q. was seno 0.10 to moderate the redistribution effect on 
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Figure 5.4 - Stress distributions near the crack tip (3 mm. defect). · 
two plots occurs very near the crack tip and gives an r-node stress value of approximately 
145 MPa This gives a limit load value of 6.74 MPa for the structure, which compares 
well with the nonlinear FEA result of 8.06.MPa The higher r-node stress value observed 
for the 3 mm defect (as. compared to that observed for the 2 mm defect) is expected, as 
. : : 
the limit load is inversely proJ?ortion~ to th¢ r-node .stress. As the depth of the def~t 
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. Figure S.S - _Stress distributions near the crack tip ( 4 mm defect). 
The last of the three tttodels is that of a pipe containing a 4 mm defect. This defect is 
quite deep~ ·as it penetrates 40% of the wall thickness. A defect of this particular depth 
would rarely be encountered in natural g~ ~smission pipelines, as it would be detected 
and mitigative action taken before growing to this depth. However, in. assessing the 
ability. of the robust methodS· to deteon.ine limit loads for cracked components. it is 
. . . 
necessary to proceed beyond the ~g~ of defect sizes n:~n:nallY encountered. The stress 
' . 
distributions-near. the ~k tip forthiS·mOdei are ~venin Figure 5.5. Once again, the 
plots look v~ry. ~~ar to those of the previous two models. In this case, the intersection 
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gives anr-node stress value of approximately 190 MPa. This corresponds to a limitload 
. . 
· .. . . 
value of$_14 :MPa; which compares reasonably well· With the nonlinearFEA result of p L . 
=6.31 MPa. 
5.2.2 m11·Method limit load estimates 
The results of the IDa-method limit load estimate for the three pipe models discussed 
previously are summarized.in Table 5.1. The results for each of the three models are 
conservative estimates-when compared to the nonlinear FEA results. The results for the 2 
and 3 mm defects are ob~ed using. a modulus modification index of q = l. Initial 
attempts to use the ~-method·for·the ·model containinga4 mm deep defect failed to 
yield any useful results while using this value for q. As in the case of the Gloss r-node 
method, the change in the stress field due to modulus modification is too drastic for the 
small region in which stress redistribution can. occur. This problem was also encountered 
in the SENT specimen discussed in Chapter4. Reducing the modulus modification index 
to 0.5 gives a good limit load estimate for the deeper defect. The m.limit load result for 
this crack geometry is given in Table 5.1. 
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The previous sectioli.colisidered e~amPles of external axial defects and the characteristic 
.. . . .. ' . ' -':.: . -
stress distributions which result. This seCtion .will~ examine a single model ofa pipe 
. .·• --~ .... . . . . . 
containing an internal. ~af defect to illustrate>~i versatility of the robust techniques in 
predicting limit loads for various crack geometries. The defect-free stress distribution for 
·Stress Distribution-· Internal Defect 
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Figure S.fi - ·Stress distributions near. the crack tip (2 mm mtemal defect). 
this case is similar to that sho~ in Figure S.J for the~uncracked pipe. The highest streSs 
. . 
will occur at the craek tip and reduce to a minimum at the outside suiface of~e pipe. 
' . ' - ·. . . ':" 
The peak stress will be significantly higbe~tban that of the same model without a defect . 
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The pipe characteristics and p~perties are the same as those of the pipe models discussed 
previo~ly with the only differericebeing the location ofthtdefect. Th~ internal pressure 
load is not applied to the crack face for this model ~d. the crack is assumed to be 
infinitely long with a constant depth of 2 mm. The stress distributions along the 
uncracked ligament for the first and. second linear analyses are given in Figure 5.6, for the 
region adjacent to the crack tip. The intersection of the first and second linear elastic 
. . 
stress distributions occurs at a location of approximately 0.75 mm from the crack tip and 
yields an r-node equivalent stress value of 110 MPa. This corresponds to a limit load 
estimate of 8.88 MPa, which compares quite well to the nonlinear FEA result of 9.81 
.MP~ The m.-method yields a limit load estimate of 8.11 .MPa, which is· also quite 
satisfactory as a conservative es-timate of the cqllapse load. 
--
5.4 Thick Walled Pipes Containing Defects 
The use of the Gloss r-node and Illc-methods of robust liuiit load estimation for predicting 
collapse loads of defect-free thick walled cylinderS is well documented (Seshadri, 1996). 
The following example is that of a thick walled pipe containing a shallow external axial 
defect. The material properties for the pipe are the same as those-discussed previously 
. . 
and outlined in section 5.2. The pipe dimensions for the thick walled model include an 
outer radius of0.457 m, an intemai i3diuS-of0.357m, a w~ tmckness of 100 mm and a 
crack depth of 2 miit. As with the-other external defects discussed. the crack is assumed 
to be infinitely long. with a constant depth. 
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Figure sa shows- me stress distributl<ins. along the entire remaining ligamentforthe thick 
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Figure 5.7- Stress distributions along uncracked ligament (thick wall pipe). 
5.1 for a pipe with an external axial defect. The distributions show a high stress level at 
the inside surface with a decreasing stress level t~wards the outer surface. A peak in the 
stress distribution occurs near the crack tip to give the U-shaped distribution expected. 
This was not seen for the thin wall structures discussed earlier. The softening exponent 
used in the modulus modification equation for this model was taken as unity. The thick 
walled pipe model does not exhibit the sensitivity typical of the thin walled structures. 
The cross section for this model is sufficiently large to handle the stress redistribution that 
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occurs .With_.a s~d3nf lnOdificalion of-tlle'el~mental~UIL . The plot shows a clear and · 
distinct intersection of ~~o di~iributions at a location of appro:timately 45 mm from 
the inner surface of the pipe. This intersection iS-quite remote from the crack tip where 
an r-nOde l~ation would be expected. However~ closer inspection of the region near the 
crack tip.does indeed indic~ the presence of an int~i'section. A comparison of the two r-
nodes gives a value of approXimately 17.7 MPa for the r-node located remote from the 
crack tip and a value of a(>proximately 18.5 MPa for the r-node located near the crack tip. 
Given the closeness of the two values, it would appear that the crack has little influence 
on the r-node stress. Taking the higher of the two r-node stresses we arrive at a lilnit load 
value for the pipe of 132.00 MPa. The m.-method limit load result for the pipe is 124.0 l 
MPa. Both robust limit load estimates compare very well to the nonlinear FEA result of 
136.09 MPa. -
5.5 Multiple External Defects 
Stress corrosion cracks typically. appear in colonies with several parallel defects in close 
proximity constituting a crack colony. Ii1 this section, .two cases of pipes with multiple 
defects are examined. In. each case, the pipe contains three parallel defects with two of 
the three having the sauie depth and the third having a slightly different depth. Figure 5.8 
illustrates the orientation and location of the defects as used in the finite element models. 
The cracks proj~~.nidiany into lhe.·pi~.: material, from the outer surface, and are 
. . . . .. . . . 
separated by a· o~e degree sp~ing. Each of the ~~Is 'maintains the physical dimensions 
.. ... ·· . .. 
·· .. ··, · . 
.. 
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of the single defect models discussed in -~ti!Jn 5.3.· which include an outer radius of 
0.457 ~ an: iniler radius of 0.447 m and a wall thickness of IO mm~ AD materiaJ. 
properties remain as before. 
The first model considered is shown in Figure 5.9 and consists of three parallel defects of 
depths 2 mm, 3 m.m and 2 mm. The three cracks are labeled A through c. with the 
Figure 5.8- 914 mm O.D. linepipe with multiple defects 
top crack being A as shown. The crack spacings used in the models are quite wide 
compared to actual crack colony spacings. The larger crack spacing was chosen to 
simplify model creation and reduce the number of elements required. As shown. the 
crack geometries are symmetrical, allowing for half models to be used to advantage. 
However, if the cracks are such that each has a different depth. or spacings are not 
regular, then. a full model must be used to obtain-'accurate results. The geometry shoWii 
. · .. ·: · 
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. ·. · -
....... _ . 
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was modeled using a full pipe model and reqlilied~pproximately 3500 elements. The 
- . . ·. . . . . ~ '-
more complex the craek goometry. the more elements required for accurate modelling. 
' . ' 
This becomes an important issue with regards. to processing time for nonlinear vs linear 
analysis. 
The second moltiple defect model bas the same crack loCations as those shown in Figure 
5.9. but has different crack depths~ -The crack depths are 3 mm for Crack A. 1 mm for 
Crack B and 3 inm for Crack C. A half model is used for this case to avail of symmetry 
conditions. 
Cnck •OIIdl opaaiap: 0.00032 a 
Cnck .,aciap: 1" (0.00791 •) 
R.0.447 __ _, ,-----..-! 
; ' 
c.-A 
.. ' FtPris3:~ Detail~~kgeometry-?l4·mmo.D.linepipe 
.• -;;.,;.r 
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Models. ~ontaining midtlple defe~. require plotting stress• distributions for the first and· 
. second linear elastic analyses along the remaining Iigamen~ for each defect present. As 
there will be one or more r-nodes.·identified for each defect; the question arises as to 
which r-nodes will be considered: in calculating thelimit load. The most conservative 
approach is to identify all the r-nodes and use the highest r-node stress value in the limit 
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Figure 5.10 -Stress distributions near the crack tip (Model l, Crack A). 
load calculation. This is the. approach taken in the analysis of the multiple defects 
discussed here. This approach may provide limit load estimates· that are well below the 
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actual Iimitlotld~ - H~wevc:r. the ~ro~~e~~fcrack interaction and coalescence is o~e that 
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is not wellunderstoOd. As a-result; ~g the most conservative means in dete~g 
the limit load may well be the most prudent action. 
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Figure S.ll- Stress distributions near the crack tip (Modell, Crack B). 
Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 show the stress distributions. near the crack tip for Cracks A. 
B and C, respectively, for the multiple crack model illustrated in Figure 5.9. The plots for 
Cracks A and C are, for the most part, identical which supports the idea that a half model 
may be used to model symmetric crack ~lonies. The stress distributions for Crack A 
show an intersection at a location of approximately 7.7 mm from the inner surface of the 
pipe. This gives an r-node equivalent stress in the order of UO MPa.. The distributions 
for Crack C gives the same result . . Crack B •is· slightly deeper than A or.C and the 
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correspoilding·s~ distni>utious{Figuie s~uj sho~ dle·~e shape as the other two~ but 
produee a higher r-node stress~ '-,The hlgfier stress value is expected here as the spr;ead of 
plastiCitY is anticipated to occur at the location of the deepest crack and highest stress 
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Figure 5.12- Stress distnoutions near the crack tip (Model 1, Crack C). 
of 6.65 mm from the inner surface (){the ~ipe and~ves anr-node stress of 140 MPa. 
Calculation ofthe conesponding limit load. is based on the highest r-node equivalent 
stress, which cXcurs near the ti~ of Crack B. The resulting limit load for this model is 
6.98 MPa. 
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Tbe·IDa-method·is 8Iso applied to themultipJe:erack problem and-gives aliinit load 
estimate that is close: to that of the Gloss: r-node result. · The liniit load calculated for the . 
~-methodis 6.54 MP~ which compares quite well to-the nonlinear FEA.result of8.26 
MPa. 
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FiJUre 5.13 - Stress distributions near the crack tip {Model 2, Crack A). 
A second model containing multiple _defects· is also considered in this section. The crack 
geometry is changed such that a shallow central defect (I mm deep) is flanked on either 
side by two deeper defects (3 mm deep). The crack spacing and other parameters are 
unchanged . . The geometry is symmetrical ... therefore, a half model is used to simplify the 
analysis. The haifmooel approach requires the plotting ofstress distributions for Cracks 
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5~13 and 5.14 she>w<ili~;stresS distributions. ne3r:tllecrack dps for:th~second 'model. The 
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shape of the distnoiitionsjlie quite similar to tiio~:obtahted for the· ~t multiple defect 
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Figure 5.14- Stress distributions near the crack tip (Model2, Crack B)~ 
model. The intersection of the two distn"butions for Crack A occurs at a location of 
approximately 6.62 mm from the. inner surface of the pipe. The r-node stress for this 
intersection is approximately 130 MPa. The central crack in this model is much 
shallower. Therefore, a lower r-:-nod~ stress is expected. This is indeed the case, as 
shown in Figwe 5.14. The intersection of the first and seeondlinear elastic distributions 
_,· ' ... 
- r:. .~" .. 
' :- •• 1-~ - ' .>< • 
for Crack B occurs at a location of ~t83 ·1nm from the inner surface of the pipe. Ther-
. • ~ ' ..  .-=- ' ~ 
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node Stress fo~tbis intersection· is-approximately 100 MP~ This value is less than that of 
. . 
Crack A. Therefore,. the stress-value to-be used in the limit load calculation is that of the 
deeper crack. The limit load corresponding to this r-nodestress value is 7.51 MPa. The 
nonlinear FEAresult for the second modeL is 8.15 MPa. The Gloss r-node estimation 
compares very well for this particular geometry. The ~Dc-method gives 6.52 MPa for the 
limit load,. which is also a reasonable lower bound estimate. 
5.6 DiscUSsion of Results 
Several different pipe problems were presented in the preceding sections of this chapter,. 
each of which involves one or more axial defects. Robust limit load analysis was 
conducted for each and· compared ~to a nonlinear FEA result. ·The findings for each model 
are compiled in Table-5.1,. along with error calculations based on the nonlinear finite 
element analysis results. In general, the robust estimation techniques provide good 
estimates of collapse loads when compared to nonlinear finite element analysis results. 
Plots of the stress distributions for the first and second. linear elastic analyses along the 
remaining ligament were obtained for each model. The intersection of the two . 
distnbutions indicated the location and stress level of redistnoution nodes from which 
.. . . . . 
. ~tlo~ were calculated. The plots shown· ale for the regions adjacent to the crack tip, 
. where the 'majo~ r-node is expected:. Jn most CaseS.: the StreSS distnDution along the entire 
· ligament reveals other in~rsections iii,_ areas remote from the crack tip region (stress 
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distn"butions along the entire ligament ani::t~~4.:ia~ndix Q~ The sttess:vaiueg for ·_ 
. . . : ...... •. •.· _ . . . . 
these intersections are·~ally much lower than thOSe- near the crack tip.· In Chapter 4. it 
. . . ' 
was explained that it is ~s~ible to have mu}tiple·vatfd-'r-nodes present. This typically 
occurs under pure bending conditions. If die I:-n9des are valid and stress values are 
· ·.. . 
similar, averaging of all r-node stresses and using the [esulting stress value in calculating 
. . . 
the collapse load is recommended. If there is doubt as i:o the validity of any r-nodes, or 
Pipe Model 
2mm.defect 
3 mm.defect · 
4mmdefect . 
Table S.l- Limit Load' Results for Pipe Models · 
. ) ~; . 
Gloss R.-node · . 
- · -.!' io, 
D . . C(. . 
Sin de ExtemaLAxial·Defect 
r•, • 




6.74MPa 16.4~: .' r . 6.7,0!MPa 
.. 
.. 
5.14 .MPa 18.5% . S.OOMPa 






2 mm defect 8.88 MPa 9.5% 8.1I MPa 17.3% 
Thick Wall Pipe - ·ExtematAxial nCfeet 
- ... 
-·· 
2 mm defect 132.00 MPa 3-.0% · 124.0tMPa · 8.9% 
·· .-· . . . 
Multiple Exteniai:.AXiai ~feets .. 
15.5% . 
,;. ~- . : .. 











.. 8.1SMPa.· . 
there are complexities in the geometry and lQamng· it is prudent to_ use the-highest r-node 
equivalent-streSs value in the ·limit load calCulaijon. ·Ili··the niajority of cases· with multiple 
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very:·we!J tadi;¢.determinC4byno~ FEA. Tbe.Iiinitload results presented in Table 
.: • f • • : . ... ,·· -. .w • ' -
.: . .. ~ . 
s.:i· are obtained by using the maximum r-nodC: stress. value obtained .for each model. This-
conservative approach is chosen in. order to avoid overpre(iictiollS-in collapse loads due to 
the inherent uncertainties iil material behaviour and complexities in the geometry leading 
to numerical modelling. approximations. for cracked components. The uncertainties ·in 
material behaviour may be examined separately us-ing reliability analysis. however, the 
other uncertainties must be considered~ Although conservative,... the restdts presented are 
acceptable estimates of the collapse load a5 co~pared to the nonlinear FEA values and 
provide much better estimates than methods such as the lower bound theorem which can 
be conservative by 50% or more.· The manner in. which collapse loads were obtained 
from a nonlinear analysis using the ANSYS software can lead to some uncertainty. The 
· load is applied in increasingly large load increments until excessive displacements occur 
oc predefined plasticity limits are reached which do not allow the solution of the problem. 
At this point. the previously applied load step is bisected and the solution process 
continues. The bisection process continues until the load increment reaches a sufficiently 
small value such that no furtlier application of load can occur without excessive 
displacement or plastic strain. Uncertainty arises in the size of the load gap between. 
which the problem can be solved and the onset of excessive displacement. This can be 
overcome by manually selecting the applied load increment and carefully controlling the 
load application following the onset of plasticity. This uncertainty, while not very large, 
may allow a robust estimation to fall either above or below the nonlinear FEA estimate, 
in which case, the robust estimate may be questioned~ .·There is also uncertainty 
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inttoduce4-m the ~ption· of eiasnc-perfectly plastic materiai behavioUr-. Therefore, 
· comparisons With nonfuiear FEA estimates-must be fully considered· before discounting 
any robust estimate results. Although comparison with nonlinear FEA results is · . 
acceptable for illustrating the power-of the techniques described, further work is required 
to obtain experimental or other reliable resuits that may be used for comparison purposes. 
The m4 -method also provides reasonable collapse load estimations& For the most part, m.r 
results are slightly more conservative than those- obtained by the Gloss r-node approach 
(refer to Table 5.1). This is the opposite of the results obtained in Chapter4, however, 
this is explained by the limited size of the volume available for stress redistribution in the 
pipe models and the requirement of reducing the modulus adjustment index. It is · 
importailt to note that most results obtained using the m« -method require more than one 
· iteration. The most common problem is a negative discriminant in the final calculation of 
the m.r multiplier, as discussed in Chapter 4. This difficulty is easily overcome by 
performing multiple iterations. This process is automated in the macro used to obtain the 
given results. For cases which require multiple iterations, acceptable results are normally 
obtained within three or four iterations. Although processing time is somewhat longer, 
results are obtained more quickly than with a nonlinear FEA analysis. As well, there is 
no additional effort required once the macro is in place. The advantage of the ~-method 
is in its ability to give a quick result without having to plot and interpret stress 
distributions. 
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CHAPTER6 
CONCLUSIONS. 
6.1 Contributions of the ·Thesis 
One of the most important contributions of the thesis is in providing a relatively simple 
and systematic procedure for applying the Gloss r-node and mw robust techniques. The 
theory behind each method is~ for the most part, complex, thus, creating difficulty in the 
actual application. The prOcedures.outlined allow the methods to be applied without a 
thorough knowledge of the theory~ Ho\Vever,. the user must have some knowledge of the 
structure being ~alyzed and some appreclation for the magnitude of the final result. As 
in most analysis ~hniques, there· are pitfalls and traps that have to be avoided in order to 
achieve a satisfactory result. . 
This theSis extend$: the use. of the Gloss r-node.and ~~ritethods of robust limit load 
. - . . . " . . . . . '• .. . . . .. . 
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analYsiS to cracked:componen~ orStructures. The methods are. first applied tO standard 
fracture geometri~ and:-compared.to, n~liliilear finite element analysis and analytical limit 
load-solutions for these geometries. In each case, the robust techniques provided 
adequate and acceptable results that COuld readily be used in analYsiS or assessment type . 
activities. This is especially true of the R5 and R6 Failure Assessment Procedures 
outlined by Nuclear Electric in the United Kingdom. These assessment procedures are 
widely accepted around the world for· the analysis of cracked components. The 
assessment procedure is entirely dependent on reference stress and a length parameter~ 
each of which requires calculation of the structures limit load. The R5 and R6 procedures 
list several limit load calculation schemes for various geometries. However, there are 
numerous cases where a standard limit load solution is unavailable. The availability of a 
robust limit load estimation tool will greatly aid in the assessment of complex crack 
geometries which may not otherwise be viable. Both the Gloss r-node and m.-methods of 
robust analysis would be of great benefit to users of the R5 and R6 failure assessment 
procedures. 
This thesis also introduces an improved r-node visualization method which shows r-nodes 
as contours, enabling the user to quickly identify peaks and provide a quick picture of the 
load controlled locations within the structure. Examples of this are illustrated in Chapter 
4 for the standard specimens~ while r-node plots for the more complex pipe geometries 
are provided m Appendix C. 
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Perhaps the most impOrtant contribution. of this tbesf~i~ the effort that has gone· into 
advancing the robust·techniques to comple~ multiple crilck geometries as. demonstrated in 
. . 
Chapters~ The results .obtained for theseprob·~ .are VC?ry encouraging and illustrate the 
extensive capabilities of the techniques. Limit load sOlutions for complex crack 
geometries are generally not available,. while nonliiiear finite element solutions are 
extremely time consuming and require extensive computing resoUICes. · the robust 
methods are quic~ accurate and easily implemented. Although further work is required 
to fully gage the capabilities and limitations of these teChniques~ the results obtained 
through this research clearly indicate the usefulness of these tools in the assessment of 
cracked components. 
6.2 Future Efforts 
There are several routes to be explored in the application of the Gloss r-node and IDa 
techniques to cracked components. The analysis of finite length cracks of variable depth 
(i.e. the semi~lliptical shaped defect) is most definitely an area in which the techniques 
may be applied. This, of course, will require the use of three dimensional models and 
careful plotting of stress distributions for a successful analysis. The ability to analyze 
multiple defects bas been shown in this thesis for simplified cases. However, future 
research should be directed toward the analysis of a measurable crack colony. 
encountered in the field, for evaluation purposes. In addition, the problem of 
circumferential defects in piping and pressure. vessels·has become of interest to industry. 
.·.· · . .. ' 
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The appJicatlOILOf"robUst ancilysis to th~-p~le~ Was-nOt explored· in this.thesis~ butis 
an obviouS eXtensio~ of this work. 
Another area for future work: is. the determination of elastic-plastic fracture mechanics 
. . ·. . 
parameters using robust analysis. Preliminary efforts have been made to this.end and 
should be continued. The nature ofinoderil materials is such that analysis of cracked 
components requires the use of elastic-pfastic fraciure mechanics in lieu of linear elastic 
fracture mechanics~ . If robust analysis can provide an effective means of determining 
elastic-plastic fracture mechamc5 parameters, it would provide. a great step forward in the 
field. 
The use of robust analysis bas been shown to be qUite effective in determining limit load 
· es~ates for the problems considered in this thesis. However, as the previous discussion 
illustrates, there are many other potential applications for robust analysis. 
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.. : ---: · ANsys:~p!~;:fAe5 • ~tanaa~~ Frac~~~ens 
.· ~ .: :;: ":' • , 
/batch . 
.. ... 
/title,cr s~en-Lin~_Arialysis · 
. : ~ . 
·· .. - . 
. ' 






























•: / ·: ·.:..:. . . 
tSet model geometry values 
! 6 nodecl triangular element 
! Young's ~odulus (Pa) 
! Poisson's ratio 
! Set plastic material properties 
! for nonlinear analysis 
! Definition .of model keypoints 
! Definition of lines from 
! keypoints 
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,. 
t Setelementedge length for 
r selected. lines duringineshing 
! Generate a circle for cr model 
! load application 
! Generate crack-tip-~lements 
r Define areas from lines 
! Subtract area 2 from area l 
! Mesh resulting. area 3 
! Set solver options for nonlinear 
r analysis 
! Set boundary conditions 
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. ~ . : .· ··:· :.,' 
·· ·,. 
~ .... -~.: 
! Set number of load steps. and substeps 
! for nonlinear analysis 
, "': -._ . 
~ .. ' .  
.· .• · . 
. :·· ' . . ~ ,:; . 
. . . 
. SENB Spedlllen: .. · 
/batch 
! SINGLEEOOE'NOTCHED BEND SPECIMEN 
!HalfModel 
/prep7 . 























al,an : . c. · 
t 6noded triangular element . 
! Young's Modulus (Pa). 
! Poisson's ratio 
! Setting plastic material properties 
! for nonlinear analysis 
! Define model keypoints 
! Define lines 
! Model thickness (m) · 
! Create crack-:tip elements 
! Define element edge length for meshing 
! Define area 
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. f""' :t.· · 
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j·_ 
· ! Setting solver options: for 
! nonlinear analysis 
! Define boundary conditions 
! Apply load 
! Set number of load steps and substeps 
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SENT Specimen: 
. · ·, : 
/batch 




























~ 6 noded triangular element 
t Component thickness (m) 
! Young's MOdulus (Pa) 
! Poisson's ratio 
~ Define model keypoints 
! Define lines 
! Create crack-tip elements 
! Set element edge length for meshing 
! Define area 
!Mesh area 
. . 
· : ·! Set sf)lver Qptions fo~ nonlinear 
. -::. ,!analysis . " - · ,. · · 
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! Set boundary conditions 
! Set plastic material properties for 
! nonlinear analysis 
! Set number of load steps and substeps 
. ! Load application 
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Typical Siiagle AXial Defect Model: 
/batch 




















Iarc,S ,6,1 ,.457 
. 1,6,7 




lesize~~ •.. ()()5,,4 
Iesize;4,J)05 
lesize,(),.005,,4: . 
IesiZe,S:,.OOS :· . ... 
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. :.; . 
/batch 
/title,PipeModel- Interlial 2mm Defect ·· 
*set~ym.2I le9 · 
*set~ys~488.43e6 · 
/prep7 



















1arc,8, 7 ,1~.447 
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larc,12, 19, 1,.447 
larc,l6;22, 1,.457 
larc,l5,23,1,.447 
larc,l8,20~ 1 ,.457 


























a, 13,14.7 ,6,15,16,17 
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. . . ~ 
.Multiple Defects HalfM~a: 
/batch 
































































! larc,7 ,14,1,.457 
! larc,l7~16,1,.457 
Uarc;6,27,1,.447 




! Iarc,l5,23,1,.447 · 
larc~18.20,1,.457 . . 
! larc,20,22~1~~457· . 
. 1arc,l9,2l,l,.447 
~- . . 
·- ·. , 
" - --~·;,·. -· ~ . ' · .~ · 
. ;: ~-":.:- .... : ~~ ... " 
., . - .! • . _ ..:. 
.. .. ~: .: · · . 








lesize,9 ,.00 l 
lesize,lO,~OOl 
lesize,11,.001 
Iesize, 12,.00 l 
Iesize,13,.001 . . 






! lesize,24,.00 1 
! lesize,25,.005,4 
! lesize,26,.005,4 







kscon,9 ,.0005, 1,18 
kscon,l3,.0005,1,18 
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# ELASTIC MODULUS SOFI'ENING MACRO FOR R-NODE ANALYSIS #: 
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I-LINE' AR ANALYSIS 
!. Suited for. · 
/postl 
( l) 2-dimensional plane elements 
- 3-noded'triangular elements 
- 6-noded triangular elements 
- 4-noded quadrilateral elements 
- 8-noded quadrilateral elements 
(2) 3-dimensional solid elements 
- 4-noded tetrahedral elements 
- 10-noded tetrahedral elements 
- 8-noded solid elements 













........ ·~·: .. · 
*di.m,zduml,ariiy,l 
*dim~dwi:a,aaay,r · 
*diln~dtiin3· ana I . .. . ' y, 
*dim,zdum4,array,l · · 
*dim,zduins,array,lOOOO · · 
*dim,varbll,array,l · 









Etable, vol, volu 
... · . . 
! Sorted element stresses and volumes are stored in the file "esortl "I 









*get,sigc 1 ,elem,kk,etab,sigc 






· 129 .· 
· .. . .. .. 
. ~· - . 
Z£ord(l)=zcoord 
Duml(l)=kk•: 
, . .. 
Dum2(l)=sigcl · · 
Dum3(1)=voll. 
*vwrite,duml(l)~dum2(l),dum3(l),xcord(l),ycord(l),zcord(l) 








~ two arbitrary 
telements 
*if,cent2,eq~O,then 





! 3-dimensional problem 
*get,telem,elem,O,count · 
*cfopen,egroup 









*get,tri( l ),elemjj,adj, 1 
*get,tri(2),elemjj,adj,2 
*get,tri(3),elemjj~adj~3-
*get,tri(4),elemjj,adj,4:t for the sake of stif42 
*vwrite,Zz(l ),tri(l) · 
. (Z(2x,t7.1)) 
!VWrlte,Zz(lMri(2) 
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-:. ·-~ ::~:. 
.· ;. / 
- . ·: •. - . . 130 
. 1· ... 
' .. ~ . :·" 
-:-. ·-
. · · -:: . . 
. . - ~· ~· 
. -.~ .... : - .. . . ..· . -··-- .. :.:-. , .... ~- · .. 
. -.. :--:. ·~- . . . ' 
(2(2x,t7~t))· 
.:~ - ·'·; .:.r:·.· · 
. .. ~ ;,. 
_ .... 
- ·-· 
· *vlvrite,zz(l)~tri(3) ,· 
(2(2x,f7J)J ' 
.···. ·· ~ · -~~ ·-:-, :·: ·:~ .: .. ~ 
....- , . 
*vwrite,zz(l);.tri(4} t for the sake ofstif42 forced 








































. . : - ' ·- . ; ... 
. . · . 
. :·~ ." . .. 
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. ..... ,::: ~:- :..: ... :o. .~ . 












·  *Vwrlte,zz(l ),tetra(l) 
(2(2x,t7. I)) 
*vwrite,zz( l ),tetra(2) 
(2(2x)7.l)) 
*vwrite,zz( l },tetra(3) 
(2(2x,f7. l)) 








*vwrite,zz( 1 },tetra( l) 
(2(2x,t7 .l)) 
*vwrite,zz( l ),tetra(2) 
(2(2x,t7.1)) 
*vwrite,zz( l ),tetra(3) 
(2(2x,t7.l)) 










*vwrite,zz( l )~brick( l) 
(2(2x,f7.1)) 
*vwrite,zz(l ),brick(2) 
. . . .... :,. .~ . 
........... · . 
~ ... ,.,...... . 
. . ·~ . 
.. · :..·· · 
.- .. · . 
. ~ . . :· 
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· .. ·. 
(2(2x,t7 ~1 )) 










*get, brick( I ),elem,ij ,adJ~ l 
*get,brick(2),elemJj,adj ~ 
*get,brick(3),elemJj,adj,3 
*get, brick( 4),elemJj,adj,4 
*get,brick(5),elemJj,adj,5 
*get,brick(6),elemJj,adj,6 





(2(2x,t7 .l)) · 













========end grouping adjacent element 
p~===================== 
! ~,pen· a file to store all external nodes of the component,.---
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. - ~ -. 
•· • 1 . 
. . 
.. 























!========end node selectionl============= 
!:================================================= 










· , .. · .. 
. ~ '' 
~ ' . ~ . 
.. . 
.:.. :'•• --
. : ·~·; ',. 
,; · ·· ..... : 
~ . : ~ ·:. : -~~- . . .. ·· ·. 
. .. . ~ .. 
· *get,s~;eieltr,ininl~etab~iF< · .. , , 
*set;esee;((yststecv*·*alfa)~yiil ,. _ -
· *Cfwrite.mp:e~.esec · 
· c*** *c~¢.mp,Dnxy,mn~0.~9 
. * t. ·. : ... '1 . . 
. : · ,. se mn,mn+ '· . ·, 
· ."·.*se~i:lninli-1 
· ·: · ~if~l:;re;'fuaxl,then 




., .. ·_.- ... 
. ,_ .. ··. ·:·:::.·' 
'·· : \ 
'------------------------------------
. ·::, ..... . ,,.: .. ;.;" 
. . 
.. 
. . ·.::" .. 
. ·-· · 
.. -











. *set,mn.mn+ 1 
. *set,min1,min1+1 
















; .. .. ~~- . 
·-.. -· 
:-:- ·.· 
.. .. :~ : -;-·~.~ ' .~: .. . : 
EX~l.yrii: : ·. 
*use,exval 
*ose,exmod,,_.  · .· 












.:. ··. ·· :' . 
! Sorted element stresses and volumes are stored in the file "esort2"1 








*do,kk,l ,max 1 
*get.sigc3,elem,kk,etab,sigc 





. . .. ::~ · . . ~ ... '\ '· :~ :. . 
.·. 
~ ~ ' ·. 
..... · 136 
' •, .•. · ' ~ '~· ·· . ' : · .. ~ .. ... . . 






• ~ • .-.! ""' 










/sys,mv RUN3 RUN4 
/inp,iter4wlitermac/ 
/sys,mv RUN4 RUN5 
· /inp,iter5,..Jitermac/ 
/sys,mv RUN5 RUN6 
rmp,iter6,,.Jitermacl 
/sys,mv RUN6 RUN7 
fmp,iter77 ,.Jitermac/ 
/sys,mv RUN7 RUNS 
/inp,iter8,..Jitermacl 
/sys,mv RUNS RUN9 
/inp,iter9 ,..Jitermac/ 
/sys,mv RUN9 RUNlO 
/sys,rm vread 
/sys,rm MAXI 
lsys,rm EXV AL 
/sys,rm EXV AL.AUX 
138 . 
.. - . . ..... . 
. • . .·.· - .. 
. . "7:};'}~f~,~.•i~~,~·cr¢">~,;;;:('''':' ;&1y;~:. ~;,:,~tr't~· ~ '( ,.·, . 
. " . . :~> ... 
• • .· ., • ~"'<'· ';' ·:' :·~-~~t~:·:\· .. : ':' •• 'I ' ,"< :" 
1-ra~li!mis:' · --. · k\~, ' : ·. -· ,. . .· -. · ·. ~:-· · · 
. -: 
. ---. -:~-. . ~ . .· ·. ' • . ~ - . ~ 
lllllf:llllff«CotiJtcm:ic~ aittiit til#li ttf#llllll:lf:llll" nlftl iltt t#liiiHHMIIII , -,,,-;, tt II# II H 1111 n11 "" 
# · tiE.·R:A:-i;~.oi~' :..;;jJ, . .  #:·· . . <. · ·. . _ ; . 
#IIICUI#~Httitt#llfii#lt~IIIIHI#iliiii#NH~I#IIIIII#IIII#IIIIIIHiHIIfiii:uJir~jJif)iOIICHUJDJUriJI 
I *******._*-.,j~J~~L****;~~***~******~~~·************~****** ~· - ~~- -- . ,.·~ . ·•' : ··-.:. .'· ~: 
*NOTE: ~ .. ·. * 
* The parameter.:'YM;~ .should be defined in, the maiD. program. * 
******** ... *************************************************** 





















.. :·~ ; : 
. . .. . , .... , .-... . ..- ···.;. .. 
. ..~., ' 
;, · . 





/sys,cp maxl runl 
*dim,esecl,array,maxl ' · 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
-. - ~-· . 
· *cfopen,estrsl,.Jiterres/ ~ %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
.. 
*do~I,maxl 













! For selective softening remove the comment below 
c*** esel,s,etab,sigc,ys,{ys* lOe 10) 
'========================================================== 
*set,mn,2 
*set,ys, 100 ! arbitrary stress value 
·• *cfol'en,exval2,~Jiterres/ ! %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
*get,k,elem,O,count 
*do,l,l,k 
: . . 
140 
,:.~ .: 
' . . ' - ~ 
:·~ .. 
·: ~ : · . 
· .. -·· 
.. . 
... 
· ·, ::;.· ::. · . 
. ' 
*get,minl,elem~O~um,min· 
*get,steq,elem,minl,etab,slgc · · · · . . .. _ . . 
*set,esecl{l),(ys/steq)*ym t %%%%%%%9f/~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 











c*** esel~s.etab,sigc,ys,(ys* lOelO) ·. 
!==============================~======================= 
*cfopen,exval,aux ! %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
*do,kk,l,maxl,l 
Dum5(l)=esecl(kk:) 












*set,nun· i minl + 1 , -
*if,minl Je;max l,tllen: 













. :: -~~ .~ ~ .. ~ ... . " I. ::_ '· . 
_ .. ,._ .-. 
. . ·::-,_·. , . 
. _ .. ,;.•_ ... 
- -
li-llnea:r analysis 
... .' ... --~ -> 





























· .. ~.. 
. .. · . . 












/sys,cp . .litermac/iterl iterl.aux 
/sys,tail-20 iterl.aux > iterla.aux 
/sys,rm iterl.aux 
/sys,cut -c2-72 iterla.aux > vread.for 
/sys,rm iterla.aux 




· . ..... 
###IHIIII#### ###Ill #Ill I# I#H HI# IIIIIIIIIIIIIIDJ JCKII 1111111111 II II If#### lllfll ##lllfl##llllllllllllllllllfllllll 
# ITERATION- n # 
# ELASTIC MODULUS SOFrENING MACRO # 





. ~ . . . . . 








. .. ~· ' .. ..... . 
.. . 
!========================================================== 




*set,yst,l00el3 t arbitrary stress value 
















::· ;~.~:~~ ·- :~:·~ . 
.. -
. .. . 
. :~ .. 
. . 
··.· : 
·: ~ . . 
. . . • . • .~1 
. ":·: ~ ',. . 
.·· · . ... 
... :. 
. . ~·~ . ·: .· ... :~~~-.:~ .• ~--.: . 
'· i -144;.>-
· .. '/ . 
,• . 
. .... · .. 
• , ' ·· . 
:·•:' .. . ·. : 
r; • • • ,• ·;: , . 
. ~· '-
; ' ' 
. ' . 
' . 






























/out,esort3, . ./iterres/ 
Esort,e~,sigc~0 
· . . ', · 
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: ·' ~· ... ... 
•• ' ·; '~." ,. • ; .-. - • • -~ ' • 1-. -.... 
. . ' -: .. ' . ... . ',_' :~ · . .. . 
.. 
Pretab;sigC-,v~(- ... .. ~-: ··. 
/out · · 
Eusort 
*get,maxl,elem,O,num,max 
*cfopen,estrs3, . ./ite~st ! 
*do,ld,l,maxl 
*get,sigc3,elem,kl,etab,sigc 










. .. ~ . ·_. .; 
'. 
:· .: _· 
. ~ .-
N 11111#1111 II II II II II 111111 fl. #IIIII II II 11111110 II II II 111111 II IIDJJJ II II II II II II II II 1#11 6# II## IIIII# I# I# II X I# 0111 N 
# ITERATION- ill # 









-~ . . -
' ': 146 
~ - ;_ ... ... ' 
,' -:.·. _ .: 
· . . . 
.:: .. -: ~ . 
·~ . :. : . 
:·,._-·_ 
.; : 






! For selective softening remove the comment below 
c*** esel,s,etab,sigc,ys,(ys* lOelO) 
*set,mn,2 
*set,yst,lOO ! arbitrary stress value 








*set,min l,minl + l 
*if, mini ,le,maxl ,then 







c*** esel,s,etab,sigc,ys,(ys* lOelO) 
!============================================================ 
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.. ... ~·-. . 
·:. ~ :-- •:: .,., 










. . .. -~·· .: :. 





/inp,exval4,../iterres/ ~ %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

















*cfopen,estrs4,.JiterreS/ ~ %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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~- · ·. 
... · . . . · ... _ .... .._:_"'-.. _: .. '·!. ·,, I 
...  ~ ! '·  .. ~····· 













:· ... ~~ 
·-!'. •• .. : •• ~ ~ 
The remaining iteration files (4-9} continue from the three listed here. The only 
changes are the arbitrary stress valile used in the modulus modification equation. 
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! · . 
·:-:• :· .. /":" . 
. -
.:· . ';- . 
·~ . . 
__  , §:' ;~ ~tf.%f'~l: _ '_~!. _;_ _'·-'".~f-~T -~ :J~ -- · · ' .. 
'- , . . . ····- ·~ . 
. .. ; ,.' .. ---~ .. . . . ' ·-#~ .. - :~· -; ~_;;; ;. . .· -:,;:.~·---~-·~ ,-j :.~- _: . . ' 
. . ~ - . ::"~ :.~-~~ -: : •.. .:-. ; : .. _;_ ' ~~~c carclibti.ll~~ TLAJt~t-~: 
·;•: 
· · tbamel#;input(Enier first iteration· f;ile • /s'); 
ev~(['ioad· ' fnam.el ';1) 
eval{['filel=' fn~l';1) 
fname~put('Ellter second file ·;s'); 
eval(fload"' tbame2 ';1) 















·. ·. ' .· 
. . . ::-. 
disp('HIIH#IHI#HHHI###HI#HIH#I##IHI##IHIII###JIIIHHHHII#f#lt#fl#l#lll##lfiiiiiiiiiiiiHIHIHIIIIHIIIIIII#IIIIII#I') 
disp('#l#### Equiv stress for first iteration is less than second ####') 
disp('##lf## #II### I# IIDUUJ #II# II II 111111111111 II H II II II Ill# I# II I#JUo¥MIDI KIJ DHf I# IIIII# 116111111 Hit IIIII# II II 1111 II #Ill II') 




disp('#ii#II#IIIIII#NI# Ill# II II II Nil 116111NHIIHHI# If II II IIIII# !I l#lllfiiJJ:J ;U I# IIIII# I# HIIH Ill# II #IIIII I# #111#11111111') 
disp('#l#### Maximum equiv stress does not occur at same element II IIDJJJJI') 





•. ;o. <· . .-· · .. 
. .. ..... ·. 
. • " . 
... :· .···-:_:· ... .. . 
. · .. : .. . , .. 
·.' . " . -·: ~ : :;· )". 
·.:-, ···:: : 
MI=sigy~(silm(Y(:,3)))".5/(5um(sq(:,.l)))" 5; 
M2=sigy*(~(Y(:,6)))" .5/(sum(sq(:,2)})" -?; . 
ifM1<M2 
disp(' #IIIII II II lllftll#llllll #IIIIIIIIUIII II 1111111111 tmll 111111 iJ «II 111###11 lllflllflll#l#l#lllllllllllfl#i#ll# #Ill lUll# 1111') 


















if mupper*sigbar > ( 1 +21\ .S) 
disp(' II Ill# liNN It II II 111t. U:CII# It #Ill II #Ill II 1#1111 #IIIII II II il Ill# Ill# II II II IIOIDO f:JND o'l #o'l ff II II II II H IIIII# II') 
disp('C#Mo'Jifii##N#J#Negati.ve check;. use. next iterati.onii#ICII#Nitlltlllo'o'llll') 
disp(' II II #lilt II II II II 11111111 OM# IO)JII tl #Ill !#Nil II #I it## il ;t II Nil II N II ## 1111 Mil It II 11111111 IIIII# IIIII# N illl II') 
d





m_alpba=max(rootS([coeffA coeftB coeffC])) 
out=[Y sq refvol]; 
save mdatatxt out -ascii 
%end · 
toe · 
. ~ ·' ,. ·" . 
.... _ ···: -. 
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ANSYSPiots 
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• • • . •• _ _ ·; . "J ' · --··.· 
1 ANSYS 5.2 AUG 29 1997 
10:37:21 
PLOT NO. 1 
ELEMENTS 
~ TYPE NUM 
.... 
aQ u 
= F ~ 
~ zv =1 





:s ZF =.05 
.... 

















































































/ .. . \ 




CT Specimen - Linear Analysis 
ANSYS 5 . 2 
NOV 19 1997 
10:46:00 




















1 ANSYS 5.2 
-· ~ NOV 18 1997 
'"'I 14:46:29 ~ PLOT NO. 1 
== 
ELEMENTS . 
~ TYPE NUM 
~ zv =1 
-~ DIST= .11 rJJ 
..... XF =.1 ~· (") 





~ TYPE NUM 
~ zv =1 (") DIST= .11 0 
XF =. 1 










~· ::s (1Cl 













~ SENB Specimen ::s 





.---i • • • li. 




















= .., ~ 







































FE Mesh At Crack Tip 
ANSYS 5.2 
SEP 15 1997 
14:34:41 








r- N 0 
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Pipe Model - 2mm Defect 
ANSYS 5.2 
NOV 20 1997 
09:36:27 















.--1 N M 
N '<:1' M 
.--1M N 
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.--1 • • I~ 





-1< -1< -1< 
Figure B.lO- Finite element mesh (Pipe model, 3 mm deep external defect) 
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...... Pipe Model - 2mm Defect 
ANSYS 5 . 2 
NOV 20 1997 
09:59 : 54 












*XF =. 452074 
*YF =.004965 
Z-BUFFER 
Figure B.13- Finite element mesh (Pipe model, 4 mm deep external defect) 
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-1< -1< -1< 
Figure B.14- Finite element mesh at the crack tip (Pipe model, 4 mm external defect) 
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~ J ANSYS 5.2 ... ~ NOV 20 1997 
~ 10:19:13 PLOT NO. 1 
= ELEMENTS . ~ TYPE NUM 
fJI 
~ zv =1 
-
*DIST=.005296 ~ 
*XF =.451963 Vl 
.... 
.... *YF =.004384 (") 
.... Z-BUFFER .... 
'< 
Vl LINES 'e 
~ TYPE NUM 
~ zv =1 
e?t *DIST=.005296 (") 

































Pipe Model - 4mm Defect .... 
'-' 
rl \0 CON 
(V) rl rl 
r- 1.1) 0 
1.1) rl ""' 
C>L!)C>P:: 
C>"<<'C>~ 
rl • • . rx. 





-1< -1< -1< 




Pipe Model - 2mm Defect 
ANSYS 5 . 2 
NOV 20 1997 
13:47:16 




















rl . • JL. 












Thick Wall Pipe Model 
ANSYS 5 . 2 
NOV 20 1997 
15:12:25 











= ""1 ~ 
















































Thick Wall Pipe Model 
ANSYS 5.2 
NOV 20 1997 
15:33 : 47 
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Figure B.21 - Finite element mesh (Multiple defects, Model 1) 
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Pipe Model - Multiple ,Defects 
ANSYS 5.2 
NOV 20 1997 
16:34:22 












*XF =. 451668 
*YF =.533E-04 
Z-BUFFER 
ANSYS 5 . 2 
NOV 20 1997 
16:46:24 
PLOT NO . 1 
ELEMENTS 
~ TYPE NUM 
.... 
IJQ 
= zv =1 '"I 
~ DIST=. 5027 


































Pipe Model - Multiple Defects 
.{. ANSYS 5.2 
~ NOV 20 1997 
.... 16:52:57 iiC 
= 
PLOT NO. 1 
"1 ELEMENTS ~ 
~ TYPE NUM 
N u 
Ul PH.ES 
"Tj zv =1 ..... 
::s *DIST=.007134 ..... 
.... 
*XF =. 450629 (l 




















































































Pipe Model - Mult i ple Defects 
ANSYS 5 . 2 
NOV 20 1997 
17:48:12 




*DIST= . 006151 
*XF =.452226 














Full Stress Distributions and 
R-oode Plots for Pipe Models 
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Stress Distribution - 2 mm Defect 
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Figure C.l- Stress distnoutions along uncracked_ligament (Pipe model, 2 mm . · 
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Stress Distribution- 3 mm Defect 
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Figure C.l- Stress distributions along uncracked ligament (Pipe model, 3 mm deep 
external defect) 
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Stress Distribution - 4 mm Defect 
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Figure C.3 - Stress distributions along uncracked ligament (Pipe model, 4 mm deep 
external defect) 
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FJgUre C.4- S_treSs distributions along uncracked ligament (Pipe model, 2 mm deep 
_ internal defeet) · 
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Figure C.6 -Stress distributions along uncracked ligament (Multiple defects, Model 1, 
Crack A) 
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Figure C.7- Stress distributions along uncracked ligament (Multiple defects, Modell, 
Crack B) 
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Figure C.8 - Stress distributions along uncracked ligament (Multiple defects, Model 1, 
Crack C) 
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Figure C.9 - Stress distributions along uncracked ligament (Multiple defects, Model2, 
Crack A) 
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Figure C.lO - Stress distributions along uncracked ligament (Multiple defects. Model 2. 
Crack B) 
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Figure C.ll - R-node plot (Pipemodel, 2 ~ deep extemal defect) 
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.: ··~ ·' . . .. . 
COLOR .. . R-NODESTRESS RANGE TOTAL 
NUMBER - . . ELEMENTS 
1 . · , 0.1706159E+09 to 0.1656797E+09 1 
' 2 - ·. 0.1656797E+09 to 0.160743SE+09 0 
3 0.1607435E+09 to.0.1558073E+09 0 
4 0~1558073E+09 to 0.1508712E+09 0 
5 _ 0.1508712E+09 to 0.14593SOE+09 0 
. 6 .. 
· 0.1459350E+09 to 0.1409988E+09 1 
7 0.1409988E+09 to 0.1360627E+09 0 
8 0.1360627E+09 to 0~131126SE+09 0 
9 0.131126SE+09 to 0.1261903E+09 0 
10 0.1261903E+09 to 0.1212541E+09 2 
11 0.1212541E+09 to 0.1163180E+09 1 
12 0.1163180E+09 to O.lll3818E+09 1 
13 0.1113818E+09 to 0.1064456E+09 0 
14 0.1064456E+09 to 0.10 1509SE+09 2 
15 0.1015095E+09 to 0.9657327E+08 0 
16 0.9657327E+08 to 0.9163710E+08 2 
17 0.9163710E+08 to 0.8670093E+08 1 
18 0.8670093E+08 to 0.8176476E+08 5 
19 0:8176476E+08 to 0.7682858E+08 298 
. 
20 0.7682858E+08 to 0.7189242E+08 5 
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·· . • . ~ . . . - ~ .' . 
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. . Table c.:%-R~n~:stles~ rangeS{Pipe model. 3~ deep external defect) 
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Figure C.tJ·- R-nodf! plot (Pipe model. 4 mm deep external defect) 
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' : . 
. -.. ~i- ·. ···: . -
.. 
. ·. · ,· ·; _ . 
... 
· - COLOR ... 
NUMBER 
1 
e.-.- •· ~- , · 
2 6.2098592E+09 to 0.2026"t26E+09 
l "." . . ... 
.. 
3 0202~126E-+09 to OJ953661E~ 
. -
4 0~1953661E~to 0.1881_196E+09 
5 ·-O.l8Sl196E.fo9 to 0.180S7~m+09 
6 · o~tsos73tE+09 to o.1736z66E+09 
7 0.1736266E+09 to 0.1663801E+o9 
8 0.1663801E+09 to 0.1591336E+09 
9 0.1591336E+09 to 0.1518871E+09 
10 0.15188'71E+09.to.O.l446406E+09 
11 ·· 0.1446406E+09 to 0~ 1373940E+09 
12 . O.l37394oE+09 to OJ30I47SE+09 
13 0.130147SE+09 to0.1229010E+09 
14 0.1229010E+09 to O.U56545E+09 
15 o.i IS654SE+09 to o~to840soE+09 
. '' ; . 
16 0.1084080E+09 to O.l0ll61SE+09 
17 o~IOI161SE+09 to 0.9391500E+08 
18 . 0.9391500E+Os·:ic) 0 .8666850E+08 
19 0~8666850E+08; .. to _o~7942198E+08 
20 - o~794219SE+Osto.Q.7217547E+Os 
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Table C.4- R-node stress ranges (Pipe model.~ mm deep internal defect) 
COLOR R~NODE STRESS RANGE 
NUMBER 
1 0.1861791E+09 to o~l785329E+09 
2 0.1785329E+09 to 0.1708861E+09 
3 0.1708861E+09 to Orl632393E+09 
4 0.1632393E+09 to 0.1555925E+09 
5 0.1555925E+09 to 0.1479457E+09 
6 o~ 1479457E+09 to 0.1402989E+09 
7 o~I402989E+09 to 0.1326521E+09. 
8 0~1326521E+09 to 0.1250053E+09 
9 O.l250053E+09 to O.l173584E+09 
10 O.ll73584E+09 to0.1097116E+09 
11 0.1097116E-+09 to 0.1020648E+09 
12 0.1020648E+09 to 0.9441803E+08 
13 0.9441803E+08 to 0.8677122E+08 
14 0.8677122E+08 to 0.7912441E+08 
15 0.7912441E+08 to0.7147760E+08 
16 0.7147760E+08 to0.6383079E+08 
. . . 
. , :· 
17 · 0.6383079E+08 to 0.5618398E+08 
18 O~S618398E+08 to 0.4853717£+08 
19 0.4853717E+08 to 0.4089036£+08 
20 
... 
o.4089036E..os to o.332435sE+08 • · 
. ' . .. 
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Figure C~IS- R-node.plot (Thick wall pipe model) 
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- Table c.s-R-n~-~tress. ranges (Thick wall pipe mOdel) -
-
• ' 1 -~'/ - · - : .. 
COLOR . R·NODE STRESS.-RANGE TOTAL 
NUMBER ELEMENTS 
l 0.7775798E+08 to 0.7529202E+08 1 
2 0.7529202E+08 to 0.7282606E+08 0 
3 0.7282606E+OS to 0.70360l1E+OS 0 
4 0.70360UE+08 to 0.678941SE+08 0 
5. 0.67894ISE~8 to 0.6542819E+08 0 
6 0~6542819E+08 to 0.6296224E+08 0 
7 0.6296224E+08 to· 0.6049629E+08 0 
8 0.6049629E+08 to 0.5803033E+08 l 
9 0.580303-3E+08 to 0.5556437E+08. l 
10 0.5556437E+08 to 0.5309842E+08 l 
11 0.5309842E+08 to 0.5063246E+08 l 
12 0.5063246E+08 to 0.4816651E+08 2 
13 0.4816651Ei-08 to 0.457005SE+08 1 
14 o.4s7oosSE..os to o.4323460E...os 0 
15 0.4323460E+08 to 0.4076864E+08 4 
16 0.4076864E+08 to 0.3830269E+08 286 
17 0.3830269E+08 to 03583673E+08 8 
18 0.3583673E+08 to 0.3337078E+08 4 
-19 03337078E+08 to 0.3090482E+08 l 
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. Figure C.16- R-node plot (Multiple defects, Model" l) 
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·. 0.1121208E+()9 to 0.1013596E+09 · 
O.l013596E+OO to o.9059834E+08 
0.9059834E+08 to 0.7983708E+08 
- -
0.7983.708E+08 to 0.69o7584E+08 
o~6907584E+08 to 05831460E+08 
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Figure C.l7- R-node plot (Multiple defects, Model2) 
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Table C.7 - R-node stress ranges (Multiple defects, Model 2) 
COLOR. R-NODE STRESS.RANGE TOTAL 
NUMBER. ELEMENTS 
1 0.2216399E-+09 to 0.2131534E+09 1 
2 • 0.2131534E+09 to 0.2046668E+09 1 
3 0.2046668E+09·to O.l961803E+09 0 
4 0.1961803E+09 to 0.1876938E+09 0 
· 5 0.1876938E+09 to O.l792072E+09 0 
6 O.I792072E-+09 to 0.1707207E+09 0 
7 . 0.1707207E-+09 to o~1622342E+09 · 1 
8 0.1622342E+O~ho 0 .1537477E+09 5 
9 0.1537477E+09 to 0.145261lE+09 4 
10 O.l452611E+09 to 0.1367746E+09 6 
ll 0.1367746E+09 toU.l28288lE+09 4 
12 O.l282881E+09 to o~ii:9801SE+09· 3 
13 0.1198015E+09 to O;Ill3150E+09 2 
14 0.1113150E+09 to 0.1028285E+09 6 
15 o.102828SE+09 to o.943419SE+08. 6 
' ' 
16 0.9434195E+08 to 0.8585542E+08 8 
17 . 0.8585542E+08 to 0.773_6890E+08 330 
-
18 · · 0.7736890E+08 to 0.6888237E+08. s 
19 . 0.6888237E+08 to 0.6039584E-+08. 3 
" 
20 0.6039584E+O~ _to·.0.5190930E:+()8. 11 
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